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Student: Keep 
entry age 19 
60 tt d f • t liquor task force. The task force is a en irs considering an increase in the bar 
entry age and is seeking public opin-
alcohol .COrliill ion about the matter. 1 ~ "I saw the group gel tonight," 
By JEREMY R. KIRK 
Staff writer 
If the City of Charleston increases 
its bar entry age, the result will be a 
rush of house parties, several 
Eastern students warned at a liquor 
task force hearing Thursday, but local 
residents said problems caused by 
underage drinking make the change 
necessary. 
Some students said if the bar entry 
age is changed from 19 to 21, an 
anticipated increase in unruly house 
parties will also lead to an increase 
in sexual assaults and violence. 
"I would much rather have my 18 
year-old sister in a bar atmosphere 
where there is supervision than at a 
house party," Eastern student 
William Ruckman said. "If the bar 
age is increased, you will hear cases 
of sexual assault and other acts of 
violence." 
About 60 students and citizens 
attended the first of three public 
forums sponsored by the Charleston 
C\w1r\'e<stwn M:a~I ful\ C~\l~ll §/Mi;! ..  
"I would have liked to have seen more 
students." 
Task force member Bobby Smith 
said the student turnout at the forum 
disappointed him. He said he plans to 
campaign to get more students to 
attend the next two forums. 
Local pastor Bob Younts said that 
a simple solution to the problem of 
underage drinking is to limit the 
number of students entering the 
bars. 
"Drinking is harmful to begin 
with," Younts said. "The bar age 
should be raised to bring it under 
control. Let's not make it convenient 
for them (underage patrons) to 
drink." 
Task force chairman Lou Hencken 
said the recommendation the task 
force will make at the end of the 
forums will not be based on the num-
ber of opinions expressed by students 
and citizens, but by the validity of the 
arguments made. 
• Continued on Page 2A 
Safety conference 
gets state funding 
By AMY CARNES 
Administration editor 
The Board of Governors Executive 
Committee Thursday unanimously 
approved approximately $30,000 for 
Eastern to finance arrangements for 
the 1994 Illinois Campus Alcohol and 
Traffic Safety Conference to be held 
later this month. 
A total of $32,607 will be used to 
pay for hotel accommodations, meals, 
parking and equipment rental for the 
1994 Illinois Campus Alcohol and 
Traffic Safety Conference. The con-
ference is scheduled to take place at 
the Springfield Hilton Hotel Feb. 28 
and March 1. 
Transportation. Three people from 
each Illinois college or university can 
attend the conference free of charge. 
A total of about 250 people are 
expected to attend. · 
"I think these kinds of events can 
largely be a waste of money," board 
member Dan Goodwin said. "The 
results are often suspect if there are 
any meaningful results. I'm not 
enthusiastic about these kind of con-
ferences." 
Becky Markwell, Eastern's acting 
director of safety programs, said this 
event marks the first time that all 
colleges and universities in Illinois 
have been invited to attend a confer-
ence that combines alcohol and traffic 
safety. 
Markwell said the idea to combine 
rt Pratte, a senior sociology mqjor; takes advantage of Thursday · 
n's sunny weather to practice sticking in the Library quad. 
Eastern's Office of Safety Pro-
grams is sponsoring the conference, 
which will be funded by a state grant 
from the Illinois Department of • Continued on Page 2A 
pri.ng '94 minority enrollment wavers 
tern's minority student 
lation for the spring 
semester has experi-
some ups and downs 
past year with an 
ease in the Asian and 
Hispanic populations and a 
decrease in the black student 
population, according to a 
university press release. 
Figures released by the 
Office of Minority Affairs list 
Eastern's minority enroll-
ment for the spring at 764 
students, 144 of which are 
Hispanic students. Hispanic 
enrollment increased by 29 
students over last spring's 
total of 115. The number of 
Asian students at Eastern 
has also increased from 70 
last spring to 81 this 
semester. 
Johnetta Jones, director of 
minority affairs, attributes 
the separate population 
increases to "advertisement 
by word of mouth. 
"We have more Asians and 
Latinos on campus, which 
means we have more stu-
dents from their communities 
telling their friends about 
Eastern and its campus," 
Jones said. "Both the Asian 
and Latino communities are 
increasing across the state." 
Despite the increases in 
Hispanic and Asian enroll-
ment, the number of black 
students attending Eastern 
t Continued on Page 2A 
SA. 
Faulty ATM doubles transactions 
NEW YORK (AP) - Tens of 
thousands of people who used 
Chemical Bank automatic 
teller machines to withdraw 
money had their transactions 
doubled by a malfunctioning 
computer program. 
Ken Herz, a bank spokes-
man, said Thursday the bank 
had no estimate of how much 
money was involved, but that 
it was 'significant." The num-
ber of people affected was 
probably in the tens of thou-
sands, he said, but most of 
them never realized there was 
a problem. 
Every single withdrawal or 
transfer involving a Chemical 
Bank account that was made 
at one of the bank's approxi-
mately 900 ATMS in New 
York state earlier this week 
was affected. 
FROM PAGE ONE 
Student~~~~~~~~-
+ From Page IA 
Some speakers at the forum said an increase 
in the entry age is unnecessary and only 
increased enforcement is needed to keep minors 
from obtaining alcohol at the bars. 
weren't allowed entrance, maybe alcohol 
wouldn't be as acceptable. I am really con-
cerned about safety in this town." 
"I don't think everything should be banned," 
Eastern student Eric Williams said. "When we 
ban things, we open the market up for more 
crime. I think that bars should have stricter 
control." 
Task force member Don Yost estimated 
around 750 students out of Eastern's popula-
tion go to the bars on a given night, and that 
the majority of students are at Eastern to get 
an education. Yost said one of the problems are 
bars that encourage binge drinking by offering 
nickel and quarter drinks. 
James Dinaso, a rental property owner in 
Charleston, said it is dangerous to be around 
the downtown Charleston when the bars close. 
"Let's come up with some new solutions," 
Hencken said. "It is my hope that some sugges-
tions for solutions will come from a student 
from Lawson or Carman hall." 
"When you allow 19 and 20 year olds in the 
bars, they will get served," Dinaso said. "If they 
The next forum will be at 7 p.m. March 1 at 
Charleston High School. 
Safuty~~~~~~~~-
• From Page IA their campuses. 
"We will have at least the 
the areas of alcohol and traffic start of a real strong statewide 
safety came from the U.S. network for colleges and uni-
departments of transportation, versities in Illinois," Markwell 
education and health and said. 
human services. She called the The conference's keynote 
merging of the programs a speaker will be George 
"rather unique approach." Obermeier, an education 
Markwell said the confer- humorist from Island Heights 
ence will give people the N.J. Other speakers include 
opportunity to see what other , Gov. Jim Edgar, Lieutenant 
sc}l.ool§ are ,~ojng. to" deal with Gov. Bob Kustra and Illinois 
alcohd\ h~ttaffrt:~Mfety on Board of Higher Education 
·:~ ~.~·. ~· ' .~·,. ~ 
Director Richard Wagner . 
Eastern faculty members 
Bill Kirk and French Fraker 
will present workshops at the 
conference. 
The BOG Executive 
Committee, which convened by 
conference call Thursday, 
meets between regularly 
scheduled board meetings to 
conduct business that cannot 
wait. Eastern needs BOG 
approval to spend grant funds 
totaling $25,000 or more. 
Sprtng~~~~~~~~-
t From Page IA 
has dropped. During the spring semester of 
1993, Eastern had a total of 569 black students, 
47 more than the current black student enroll-
ment. 
During that time, the students participate in 
college-level classes designed to give them an 
idea of what college academics will entail. 
"We lost so many African-American students 
because of our graduation in December," Jones 
said. "It was one of the largest graduations of 
black students we have had. 
"It gives high school students an opportunity 
to establish a bond with an institution early," 
Jones said. "That way, people remember the 
good times they had at the institution when 
they are trying to decide upon a university to 
attend." 
"Unfortunately, we did not pick up very many 
minority students for the spring term. We only 
picked up 29 minority students total, 14 of 
which were black." 
While this and other similar programs have 
helped to increase the number of minority stu-
dents at Eastern, Jones said she feels more 
work still needs to be done. 
Despite the drop, Jones said Eastern is con-
tinuing to utilize new ideas to attract more 
minority students to the university. One idea 
currently under way is the Partnership for 
Excellence program. 
"We are not perfect and we still have a ways 
to go," Jones said. "But we are working. We are 
doing some things well while other things need 
to be done better. 
The Partnership for Excellence program 
selects minority high school students from 
across the state and invites them to live in 
Eastern's campus residence halls for six weeks. 
"Eastern has the highest minority gradua-
tion rate of all the BOG schools and the second-
highest minority graduation rate in the state 
behind the University of Illinois at Urbana- . 
Champaign. That shows we're doing something 
right. 
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LARGE PIZZA 
• ONE FREE TOPPING 
PLUS ONE FREE ORDER 
TWISTY STIX 
PANTHER PIZZA HOTLINE 
348-1626 
Fall '94 Leasing Now 
•Deluxe 3 Bedroom Apts. 
•Great Location 
•Fully Furnished 
•11/2 Baths 
•Garage Parking Available 
Royal Heights Apartments 
1-800-521-6355 or 345-2784 
1509 S. Second St., Champaign, II 61820 
UB Human Potential 
presents 
J. Archibald Holland 
Rresents 
"The Legacy of Langston Hughes" 
A Dramatic Presentation 
Thurs. February 24, 1994 Union Rathskellar 8:00 p.m. 
$1.00 Students, $3.00 General Public 
THIS WEEKEND AT 
THIRSTY'S 
BEST SPECIALS IN TOWN 
SUPERDRAFTS - 100 
22 oz LONGNECKS - 200 
SLOE GIN FIZZ 
VODKA COLLINS -
AMARETTO STONE SOUR 
SHOT SPECIALS 
FOOD • POOL • DANCING • FUN 
The ONLY Off Campus Housing 
On Campus 
Now Leasing for Fall '94 . 
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS 
(Across from the Union on 7th) 
Q 1 ,2, &.. 3 Bedroom Q Dishwashers 
Furnished Units Q Balconies 
Q Free Trash &.. Parking Q Laundry 
Q Central AC 
Call anytime 348-1479 for an appointment 
or drop by the Rental Office on 715 Grant St. #101 
3:30 - 5:30 pm M-F 
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Tropical 
weather 
to leave 
unseasonably 
arm temperatures that 
it th~ Charleston area 
ursday and earlier this 
eek are not expected to 
st through the week-
d, said a local weather 
server for the National 
eather Service. 
The area will experi-
ce cooler temperatures 
tarting Friday and 
ould expect rain by this 
eekend , said Dalias 
rice, local observer for 
he National Weather 
rvice. 
"Expect a return to 
ormal February weather 
ext week," Price said. 
e grateful for the warm 
eather, but spring is not 
ere yet. The groundhog 
s a goofy thing. Be 
ankful and enjoy the 
eather while you can." 
Thursday's high of 60 
egrees has been the 
armest weather in the 
harleston area since 
ovember. However, the 
arm front did not set 
yrecords. 
"Do not get too anx-
ous," Price said. "Fri-
ay's temperatures will 
ot be quite as warm." 
The average tempera-
es for this time of the 
onth are 23 degrees for 
low and 34 degrees for 
high. Thursday's 
eather was about 26 
egrees above normal. 
February has been dry 
o far with less than a 
uarter of an inch of 
elted precipitation, but 
e month is only half 
er, Price said. The pre-
"pitation average for the 
onth of February is 1.95 
ches. 
Price expects milder 
mperatures with rain 
d cloudiness for Sat-
ay and Sunday. 
Black Expo to highlight 
minority opportunities 
By CHAD GALLAGHER 
Staff writer 
Three local professionals 
will team-up today at Eas-
tern's first Black Expo to dis-
cuss opportunities for minori-
ties interested in business and 
government 
The Black Expo presenta-
tions, held in conjunction with 
other Black History Month 
activities at Eastern, will be 
held in the Charleston-
Mattoon Room of the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University 
Union beginning at 2:30 p.m. 
The presentations are free 
and open to the public. 
''The Black Expo is intended 
to inform minorities, in partic-
ular, about what job opportu-
nities exist for them in busi-
ness and government," Dennis 
Jones, coordinator of the Black 
Expo, said in a press release. 
"It also an excellent oppor-
tunity to bring minority stu-
dents together with minorities 
who are employed in leader-
ship positions and can share 
their pathways to success," he 
said. 
Valerie Ross, a business 
development specialist with 
the U.S. Small Business Ad-
ministration, will begin the 
expo with a speech on minori-
ty opportunities with the SBA. 
Ross was appointed 
Women's Business Ownership 
Representative in 1986 for the 
Springfield SBA office. In that 
role, she assists existing and 
potential women business 
owners by providing them 
with access to SBA and other 
government and private sector 
assistance. 
Alex Russell, owner of 
Boats Plus , Inc., in 
Charleston, will follow Ross' 
presentation with a discussion 
about what it is like to be an 
entrepreneur. He will also 
offer suggestions on resume 
writing, business etiquette 
and appropriate business 
attire. 
"I just want people to real-
ize that there is no such thing 
as a 9-to-5 job when you are 
an entrepreneur," Russell said. 
Russell, an Eastern alum-
nus, began Boats Plus, Inc. in 
1990 as a full-service company 
offering boat sales, storage, 
maintenance and repair. The 
company also offers detailed 
car, van and truck cleaning 
and a pro-tackle shop. 
Russell is also a founder of 
the Illinois Conservation Bass 
Club in Charleston and a 
member of the Charleston 
Chamber of Commerce Board 
of Directors. 
Another Eastern alumnus, 
Ted Coopwood, will conclude 
the program with a talk on 
minorities in government. 
Coopwood is the national 
director for toxicity testing for 
the U.S. Environmental Pro-
tection Agency in Washington, 
D.C. 
Coopwood joined the EPA in 
1989, and in his first year 
with the EPA developed an 
aquatic toxicity testing pro-
gram. His work includes out-
reach efforts to promote envi-
ronmental awareness 
throughout the country and 
reviewing cases to ensure EPA 
compliance. 
Gospel chorus to perform 
By ANGELA HALFMAN 
Staff writer 
The nationally recognized University of 
Illinois Black Chorus will perform tonight at 
7 :30 p.m. in the Dvora~ Concert Hall of the 
Doudna Fine Arts Center in celebration of 
Black History Month. 
Dan Crews, director of publicity for the 
College of Arts and Humanities, said the cho-
rus' performance is likely to be a crowd pleas-
er. 
"This is the choir's second appearance at 
Eastern and if their performance is anything 
like last year's, the audience will be blown 
away," Crews said. "Simply put, they're fabu-
lous - a five star musical experience." 
The Black Chorus uses various musical 
styles ranging from Negro spirituals, contem-
porary gospel, anthems, jazz and rhythm and 
blues. 
Tickets for the show are $6 for general 
admission and $4 for students and senior citi-
zens. Tickets are available in the music office, 
Room 119 in the Doudna Fine Arts Center. 
Founded in 1986 by four students, the cho-
rus now consists of 120 members and is 
conducted by Ollie Watz Davis, assistant pro-
fessor of music at the University of Illinois. 
Davis, a mother of four and the youth director 
at the Canaan Missionary Baptist Church, 
has led the chorus through various regional 
tours. 
The choir has toured at places such as 
Purdue University, Clarion College in 
Pennsylvania and Clark College in Iowa. 
Other appearances have included perfor-
mances at local correctional institutions and 
an appearance at Ebenezer Baptist Church in 
Montgomery, Ala., where Martin Luther King 
Jr. served as pastor. 
The chorus's recent appearances include a 
WILL-TV Christmas concert, appearances at 
the Champaign-Urbana Symphony and 
Orchestra Hall and a "standing" invitation to 
perform at "Bravo Arts," a two-day celebra-
tion of the arts at Evanston Township High 
School. The chorus has also appeared with 
several acclaimed Black Gospel artists such 
as Shirley Caeser, the Hawkins, Bobby Jones 
and Venessa Bell Armstrong. 
"Expect an outstanding evening of varied, 
exciting, fabulous musical presentation; the 
kind that engages the audience and makes 
you want to stand up and clap your hands," 
said Herman D. Taylor, chairman of Eastern's 
JN®~ 
'TITh::i un~cill&Sf 8 
Keith Harden and 
Dawna Nelson 
W/ MOTHERLODE 
A benefit in the 
Dungeon 
!WHAT'S COOKIN'\ 
~lilff !lllfi!lij' 
TODAY'S 
SPECIALS 
• Country fried fish 
with macaroni & 
che~se, coleslaw and 
a roll 
•Tamale pie 
• Tuna salad on a 
croissant with soup 
or salad $3.95 
•Mushroom and 
cheese omelette with 
soup and muffin 
Scrumptious Desserts 
Fresh Baked Muffins 
Daily Breakfast Specials 
409 7th St.• 345-7427 
,-----_. ... -, 
, • SPRING BREAK ~r , 
. . fOUJll MORE" .1 ~ ~ lfLlllD ,;;~ l • High qualty beachfront accommoda- 'I 
D tions for 7 eci1ino nigllls. ~ 
"P • Round trip chartelld motor coach. ,r 
"' • Frie ~ deck parties, actMlies, & • I promotions. fj" 
• •Inter-Campus Programs 1.DJDiscount .r.c I' card. 'flrl~ 
% • Qn.location stall for complete -'-assistance. rtlt< 
• All taxes. tips, & seivice c11aives 'I 
1, included. ' 
'l '1993 l'3043'f ' -- -- ~ ~ "'---l 
' For Reservati6ns'f1'<1 f ~f or Infgwation f 
I ~ 1'tJ Tony 348-0054 oµ 
rJlJJ Darryl345-7176 
-----------------------, 
imS: =~ :~ 
mxli 
.I."' ~ .: {; . , . . ...... . I ,, 
~.w'···"' · .,, .... '9!0 I 
Carry-Out & Deliveiy • 7 Days a Week · 
Two Large (16") 
Thin Crust Pizi.as 
'th One Topping 
-
For one pizza, it's only $7.95. 
Charleston 
909 18th Street 
348-7515 
• ' .. • • • • .. ••• -.. • 4 - • ,.. • • • 
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DELTA CHI 
Associate Members - Spring 1994 
Daniel Barrett 
Jeff Cozzo 
Brett Fata 
Matthew Grimm 
Peter Henderson 
Richard Hoffmann 
Chris Iwanski 
Chris Jahnke 
Ryan McAllistar 
Michael Mc Evilly 
Mike Norder 
Justin Settle 
Ben Setzer 
Jim Stewart 
Matthew Stricker 
Michael Stricker 
Kyle Strohman 
Mike Tazbier 
Gregg Wellman 
Tom Weselak 
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McDonald's 
cutting of hours 
serves no one 
Last month's decision to close the campus 
McDonald's on weekends came under fire from 
Eastern officials last week, and rightly so. The 
dosing isn't a move that really benefits anyone 
in the campus community. 
The McDonald's in the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union began dosing on weekends in 
mid-January citing of a Editorial lack of business. Ralph 
Foley, owner of the 
Mattoon and Charleston McDonald's, said the 
campus restaurant will be open only on select-
ed weekends for special campus or high school 
events. 
i j1?7. mo~e is, ~!~~n Foley's contractual rights, 
• 1qi s~iil~~ e~ the ·restaurant's hours 
of close the restaurant if it doesn't receive 
enough business. 
But the decision hurts students on several 
levels. It hurts student employees of the restau-
rant because they will work and consequently 
be paid for fewer hours. It hurts students who 
live in the residence halls because the residence 
hall food services do not serve Sunday night 
dinner, meaning students now have to leave 
campus to find cheap food or order more-
expensive delivery food. 
Foley said the problem is one of finances. 
He said the campus McDonald's doesn't do 
enough business to cover its operating costs. 
"How do I pay my employees if there isn't 
enough business?". Foley asked. 
He said he has tried several things to draw 
more customers to the restaurant, including 
offering free refills and adding pretzels and 
nachos to the menu. 
But is cutting the number of hours a restau-
rant is open the way to bring in more business? 
If the restaurant is open only during a select 
few hours, does it really matter what new 
attractions it offers? 
There is also the matter of Foley's statement 
that McDonald's will be open weekends during 
special campus or high school events. What 
will constitute a special campus event? And 
why will McDonald's, a campus restaurant, 
open for high school students when it won't 
open for students of the university? 
The campus's interests would be better 
served if Foley chose to keep the restaurant 
open during the weekends and downsized the 
number of workers behind the counter. 
(5(5 ~D.lf'M .C\llOTE 
-: ',:: • - •• . :~· "I', ._•: .. 
~ 
Failure to follow the rules disrupts Lan 
boys as I stared at him un 
givingly. " I thought so," I 
Two weeks ago, while 
planning to play some tennis, 
I stumbled upon about two 
dozen junior high school boys 
running amuck in the Lantz 
Gymnasium fieldhouse. Well, 
maybe they weren't running 
amuck; they were playing 
soccer. On second thought, 
yes, they were running 
amuck. EWott 
"Parents who 
are club mem-
bers need to fol-
low club rules 
and insure that 
their children do 
the same." 
"Are you on the tennis 
team," one of them asked. 
"No, I'm a student and th 
facility is typically designa 
for student use," I said 
sharply. 
One boy then told me 
were Panther Club mem 
who were allowed to use 
versity facilities on the w 
ends. But every weekend, 
Lantz employees kick th 
I was immediately irritated Peppers 
by this spectacle. How dare 
these un petite monstres 
monopolize a facility I'm paying student fees to use? 
Because of scheduled practices by Eastern's athletic 
department, the average student can only use the 
fieldhouse after 8 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
Weekends are relatively open. 
My tennis partner suggested that we go outside 
and play. Even though it was warmer than it had 
been in a while, the weather was still cool , which is 
why we had planned to play inside. 
Still peeved, I refused to go outside until I had 
thoroughly investigated the cause of my vexation. 
Who were these children? Why were they in the 
fieldhouse? Were they paying to be here? 
I asked an ID checker at the Ree Center these 
questions. She couldn't answer my questions, so she 
called a building coordinator to investigate. 
On the way to the fieldhouse, a Lantz building ser-
vice worker asked the coordinator where he was 
going. When he answered her, she commented that 
she frequently has to kick violators out of the field-
house and gave the student coordinator the OK to 
kill the trespassers if he wanted to. I like her attitude. 
Once in the fieldhouse the worker proceeded to 
disperse the boys, much to their dismay. 
Feeling smug over my craftiness, I asked the boys 
where they were from as they packed their belong-
ings. One of the boys responded that he was from 
Charleston, as if I had not already deciphered this 
part of the puzzle. 
"Charleston High School?" I inquired. I knew in 
my heart they were barely old enough to be out of 
diapers, but I thought I might try to pick up their 
spirits since I was the reason they had been kicked 
out of the fieldhouse. "Charleston College," another 
brat said, thinking he was funny. 
He got no chuckle from me or any of the the other 
out. 
Awww. Too bad. 
I told myself I would investigate this dilemma. 
Obtaining a copy of the Lantz Building usage 
guidelines regarding Panther Club, I found that 
Panther Club members who contribute $250 or 
to the university are allowed to use Lantz facilitl 
which doesn't include the Student Recreational 
Center. 
I'm a reasonably guy. It's all right if they are 
ing to be there, but it's obvious that they weren' 
lowing all of the club's guidelines. 
The youths who belong to the club can use 
facilities such as the fieldhouse tennis courts on 
Wednesday nights and weekends. But they aren' 
allowed to bring guests, and youths 13 and un 
are allowed to be in Lantz only if accompanied 
parent with a Panther Club membership card -
rules some members constantly break. 
Parents who are club members need to follow 
rules and insure that their children do the same. 
giving the student workers at the Ree Center 
Lantz needless problems. If townies really want 
vent their frustrations to foster some positive r 
they should try convincing the city of Charleston 
provide a recreational facility for non-university 
dents. 
As for the non-Panther Club members, unless 
university posts 24-hour guards at all of the d 
Lantz on the weekends, keeping trespassers out 
always be a problem. 
So, to all Lantz and Ree Center workers: keep 
booting the brats out. I commend your efforts. 
- Elliott Peppers is associate news editor and a 
Jar columnist for The Daily Easter News. 
People shouldn't 
let racism come 
between them 
Yolll' tlll'n 
themselves by action, and a 
have nothing to do with one' 
ethnic background. I cannot 
myself to listen to the vicio 
stereotypes that I am subj 
to everyday. The people w 
spread them demean both 
targets and themselves. Th 
are the people who bring h 
into the world and blatantly 
resent the only people who 
deserve to be hated in retu 
Dear editor: 
Why, why, why? Why is it that 
everywhere I go in this age of 
"tranquility, trust and racial free-
dom" I see so much segregation? 
Why is it that I can 't walk down 
the street without hearing some-
thing or another about people 
being mistreated on account of 
race? 
I've got a newsflash for people 
- there is no racial difference 
between us, no matter wh(lt your 
skin tone may be. We are all of 
one race with several ethnic 
backgrounds between us and far 
.. • • .. .. y,, • ' 
too much hatred. 
Perhaps my view is to objec-
tive to see the truth because my 
ethnic background lies in the reli-
gious capitol of the world, Israel. 
Being an Israeli in an environ-
ment such as that which we have 
created here at Eastern entails a 
life of humble observance for me. 
I hold no ethnic ties to my black, 
white, Oriental, Hispanic or even 
Native American brothers and 
sisters; I hold something more 
important - love of life and love 
of people. 
No one deserves hatred of any 
kind, unless they bring it upon 
~ ... - . . 
i f .. ,. .... ~ , • • .. 
In short, people are peo 
and fortunately, there is no 
we can do to change that f. 
your best, even if just for a 
not to think of the person n 
you as black or white or wha 
er. Think of them as a person; 
make you a better one. 
Ron 
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andidates in March 15 r 
rimary run unopposed I 
Other local unopposed races on the I 
Democratic ballot include: 
-------Little Caesar' s 
Larae I li;e111 
pjzza o.oo 
Plus a free order of CRAZY BREAD! 
for the month of February! 
valid with this coupon only 
3 W Lincoln AV 
145-4741 
, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
referendum to raise property taxes to fund 
local school district will be voted on in the 
is primary March 15, but numerous Coles 
ty positions are not being contested on 
the Democrat and Republican ballots. 
e proposed increase would raise property 
in parts of Coles and Cumberland coun-
from 2.35 percent to 3.32 percent. The tax 
generate an additional $1.3 million for 
unity School District 1, which includes 
• Incumbent Glenn Poshard for representa- I 
tive in Congress from the 19th district. 
•Newcomer Charles D. Mattis for state sen-
ator from the 53rd district. I 
•Eastern English Professor David 
Carpenter for state representative from the 
luttte eaesanr(fl) Pizr.atPizzarl 106th district. Other local unopposed races on the Republican ballot include: L 'l\vo great pizzas! One low price~ Always! Always! · 1 _______ ...
leston schools. 
the Republican ballot, current Coles 
ty Clerk Betty Coffrin is running unop-
for the Coles County clerk nomination. 
bent W.F. Bill Grimes is unopposed for 
County treasurer nomination and cur-
Coles County Sheriff Jim Kimball is run-
unopposed for re-election. There is no 
blican candidate for Regional Super-
ent of Schools. 
rrent Regional Superintendent Rose 
Shepherd is retiring at the end of her 
the Democratic ballot, Ronald D. Scott is 
sed for the nomination of Coles County 
and John McNary is the sole candidate 
e Regional Superintendent of Schools 
' ation. There are no Democratic candi-
for the positions of county clerk or county 
• Brent Winters for representative in 
Congress from the 19th district. 
• Two-term incumbent Harry "Babe" 
Woodyard for state senator from the 53rd dis-
trict. 
• Five-term incumbent Michael "Mike" 
Weaver for state representative from the 106th 
district. 
For the Republican nomination for governor, 
Gov. Jim Edgar faces challenger Jack Roeser. 
Bob Kustra, current Republican lieutenant 
governor, is running unopposed for the same 
position. 
On the Democratic ballot, five candidates 
are competing for the nomination for governor: 
• Current Illinois Comptroller Dawn Clark 
Netsch 
• Illinois Attorney General Roland W. Burris 
• Cook County Board President Richard 
Phelan 
• James Elroy Gierach 
• Sheila A. Jones 
an faces charge of battery 
HUCHEL and except the $25. 
M. PUTNEY Also under investigation is 
I an incident of damage to a 
motor vehicle that took place 
~.....,~ BLOTTER between 5 p.m. Feb. 10 and 
SPREAD YOUR WINGS ••. 
Become A Summer 
Conference 
Assistant 
AND SOAR INTO EIU! 
Mattoon man was 
d by Charleston Police 
ay on several charges 
ding battery. 
a.m. Tuesday in Buzzard 
Building. 
3:30 p.m. Feb. 13 in the park-
ing lot of Carman Hall. Informational Sessions;j~ i ·'; 
aurice Reddick, 20, of 
toon was arrested on 
ges of battery; crminal 
e to property and ille-
possession of alcohol by a 
at 11:28 p.m. Tuesday 
412 Fourth St. 
an unrelated incident, 
leston Police arrested 
'stopher Cutler, 20, an 
m student from Macon 
arges of illegal gift or 
ptance of alcohol by a 
or at 12:34 a.m. Wed-
ay at Thirsty's Tavern, 
Sixth St. 
astern police are still 
tigating a case of theft 
t took place sometime 
een 8:30 a.m. and 11:55 
According to police reports, 
Susan Brown-Sandberg 
placed her purse in the lower 
right-hand drawer of her 
desk in Room 202C of 
Buzzard Building·. She 
retrieved the purse at 11:55 
a.m. and discovered her wal-
let was missing. 
The wallet contained a 
checkbook, $25, her driver's 
license and eight credit cards. 
Brown-Sandberg said she 
had been in and out of the 
room several times through-
out the morning, leaving the 
door locked each time. 
Her wallet was later found 
in a bathroom of Khlem Hall, 
still containing everything 
SPECIALS 
FOR THE 
WEEKEND! 
Friday: Large Taco or 
BBQ Pizza 
only $9.99 
Saturday: XXLG Pizza 
with One Topping 
only $9.99 
Sunday: Small Pizza 
with up to 5 Toppings 
only $4.99 
TRY OUR NEW HOT WINGS 
lOWINGS 
with any pizza purchase $3.99 w/tax 
Sara Powless, 20, reported 
leaving her car in the park-
ing lot at 5 p.m. Feb. 10. 
When she returned to the 
vehicle, she discovered the 
left side of the car's rear 
bumper had been hit and 
paint from thecar had been 
left behind. 
According to the reporting 
officer's report, the paint 
transfer onto the car's rear 
bumper was black. Also 
discovered were three pieces 
of orange glass, presumeably 
from a broken turn signal 
lens. 
Campus police have not 
received an estimate of the 
damage, but are still investi-
gating the case. 
Monday, February 21 
6:00 pm Carman Hall - Copa Room 
9:30 pm Thomas Hall Lobby 
Tuesday, February 22 
6:00 pm Stevenson Hall Lobby 
Applications are available 
Monday, February 21 through 
Wednesday March 2 at your Residence Hall 
front desk. They are also available at the 
Camps and Conferences 
office in Thomas Hall. 
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS 
CONCERNING THE POSITION, 
PLEASE CALL MARY SMITII AT 581-2515 
FLASHBA K 
JFrnJIID)&)y~ ~ 
It's getting better every Friday 
and this is going to be HOT!/ 
75~ Drafts $15-Q Long Islands 
75~ Kamikaze's $1°° COVER 
Why?? 
Because there isn't a beach 
within a thousand miles!! 
COMING TO STU'S ON THURSDAY, FEB. 24: 
TAR WITH GOAT BOY!!! 
GA. 
Tourism board seeking 
visitor interest in area 
By LAURIE SURGES 
Staff writer 
The city is pinning its hopes for increasing 
tourism and the additional money that tourism 
would bring to the area on a newly established 
tourism board. 
"That recomendation is sent to the City 
Council, and they make the final decision 
whether the project is funded or not," 
Messenger said. Decisions on funding may take 
as long as two weeks. 
Messenger said advertising is also a big part 
of the board's duties, which include making 
brochures and press releases. The board also 
hopes to eventually begin a media campaign. 
The Charleston City Council appointed nine 
community members to the board at its Feb. 1 
meeting. The board will meet once a month, 
with Charleston resident Janet Messenger 
serving as the board chairwoman. 
Another duty of the board is to prevent local 
groups that are planning events from compet-
ing with one another. 
Charleston Mayor Dan Cougill said forming 
the board was a matter of economics. 
"When a big event is scheduled, a smaller 
. event will either try to work with it or schedule 
around it," Messenger said. "The bottom line is to create interest in the 
area that will result in people outside the com-
munity coming into the community and spend-
ing money," Cougill said. "It's pure economics." 
The board started out with approximately 
$20,000 to use for grants to promote local 
tourism. Cougill said the board has already 
used $11,000. 
The board will be promoting the Illinois High 
School Association state track meets at Eastern 
and is already promoting Celebration '94 and 
Red, White and Blue Day for the Fourth of July. 
Messenger said the board receives grant 
applications requesting tourism funds. The 
board then makes recommendations to the City 
Council on which applications should be fund-
ed. 
The tourism board also plans to recreate the 
Lincoln/Douglas debates Sept. 18. Cougill said 
C-SPAN plans to do a 21-hour documentary on 
the debates. 
"We've forgotten that Lincoln and his family 
were here," Cougill said. "We need to acknowl-
edge it again. There is a lot of history here and 
we need to capitalize on it." 
Serbs withdrawing artillery 
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herz-
egovina CAP) - Convoys of 
Bosnian Serb artillery with-
drew from the hills around 
Sarajevo on Thursday in com-
pliance with a NATO ultima-
tum to pull back or be bombed. 
"We do think the war in 
Sarajevo is finally over," 
·Bosnian Serb leader Radovan 
Karadzic said. 
- Th~ ii;l:~\lt reported by 
U.N. monitors followed a 
pledge by Karadzic to meet 
NATO's Sunday deadline. He 
made the concession under 
pressure from Russia. 
Karadzic spoke with re-
porters after meeting with 
Vitaly Churkin, Russia's spe-
cial envoy, in Pale, the Bosnian 
Serb stronghold southeast of 
Sarajevo. 
Lt. Col. Bill Aikman, a UN. 
spokesman in the shell-shat-
tered Bosnian capital, would 
not specify what sort of equip-
ment was being withdrawn, 
but said "we're talking heavy 
weapons." 
"Literally they're moving 
out in convoys, not in individu-
al vehicles," he said. "Clearly 
-there's a major withdrawal 
going on." 
He said U.N. monitors saw 
convoys of equipment moving 
off the hills, and U.N. comman-
ders received information that 
withdrawals meeting NATO 
conditions would be completed 
within 36 hours. 
It was the first significant 
Serb withdrawal of heavy guns 
since NATO issued its ultima-
tum Feb. 9. NATO has said all 
heavy guns within a 13-mile 
radius of Sarajevo must be 
removed or placed under U.N. 
control by Sunday or face 
NATO bombardment. Serbs 
have relentlessly shelled the 
city from their positions in the 
surrounding hills for nearly 
two years. 
U.N and NATO officials ear-
lier reported foot-dragging by 
the Serbs. Aikman called the 
quickening pace of Serb with-
drawals "a very heartening 
sign." Signs emerged that in 
the face of lukewarm Russian 
support of Serb defiance over 
the last few days, the pullouts 
began even before the Pale 
meeting Thursday. Aikman 
said he suspected the with-
drawals have "been going on 
for over the past 24 hours." 
President Clinton told 
reporters in Washington earli-
er Thursday, "I hope the air 
strikes will not be necessary, 
and they will not occur if the 
Serbs will comply." 
The Russians have been the 
most powerful ally of the 
Serbs, their fellow Slavs and 
Orthodox Christians. Kara-
dzic's promise, coming after 
the meeting with the Russian 
envoy, appeared to reflect Serb 
acceptance that Moscow had 
reluctantly lined up behind 
NATO to prevent Western 
involvement in the war. 
Bosnian Serb generals 
railed against the NATO ulti-
matum in a reflection of the 
frustration of having to pull 
back and lose battlefield 
advantage. 
The Dall-y Eastern Ne 
Pregnant? 
We Can Help! 
•Free Pregnancy Testing 
•Information about pregnancy, abortion, and alternaf 
24 Hour Hotline 
345-5000 
Crisis Pregnancy Center Campus Outre 
.A.1112e>z; B'E'!'E'!'R. S:l..00 
FRIDAY 
•••••• 
Rock-n- Roll Show 
Playing : Pink Floyd, 
Judas Priest, AC/DC, 
KISS, STP, Alice in 
Chains & more 
A.dmtssio:a. S1 (8•10) 
"W'/cou.po:a. 
SATURDAY 
··a1YTHM 
PICZ" 
Rock -n- Roll Show 
From Effingham 
Playing : AC/DC, Judas 
Priest, Metallica, Ozzy & more 
"Now with Dave Clay Pool" 
.&cl.n:Ussio:a. S1 (8·10) 
"W'/cou.po:a. 
l!I~ 
~ )~ tt 
HONG KONG HOUSE 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii9i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiii ~Ill!!!!!::!!:::=~:!:!:::!:!:!:!::=== ~ ~ Sweet Sour Chicken .......................... . 
~ Chunk of chicken battered, deep fried in sweet sour sauce 
- Sweet Sour Shrimp ............................. $4 m Shrimp deep fried in sweet sour sauce 
~ Cashew Chicken ................................. $4 m Diced chicken sauteed with crispy cashew nuts 
~ Chicken with Vegetables ...................... $4 
~ Sliced chicken sauteed with fresh vegetables 
~ Chicken with Broccoli ...... ................... $4 m Stir fried chicken with broccoli, bamboo shoots . 
~ Beef with Broccoli ............ ...... ............ $4 
~ Beef with broccoli stir·fried in brown sauce 
- Pepper Steak. ................................. ... $4 m Beef tenderloin sauteed with fresh green peppers and onions 
~ Mongolian Beef (spicy) ........................ $4 m Sliced beef with green onion in spicy sauce 
- Kong Pao Chicken (spicy) .................... $4 
~ Hot! Chicken, diced bamboo shoots in rich brown sauce with red pepper and 
~ Served with Fried Rice and Egg roll I 348-5941 All Day Delivery! 345-3 
~ 1505 1 Sth Street, Charleston 
I i 
This Weekend at 
Uliarty's 
Friday: Italian Beef 
Mozzarella w/ Marty's Fries $349 
$3 Pitchers 
4 o'clock Club: 3 for $1 Burgers 
Saturday: $125 Ice House 
$1 75 Zima Clear Malt 
$1 Smothered Frie·s..-1J9!!~ 
proudly presents 
their ne'W active members 
flina 9Jo& 
~line !/_,6/a6, 
~filttd 
Salltj Vaw;Jluui 
Janitre W~ £elLm W1&j 
Congratulations. 
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skaters falling as 
oe wins birthday silver 
EHAMMER, Norway 
Debacle on ice. 
one of the most shocking 
in Olympic figure-skat-
' story, the three world 
ions in the competition 
d their technical rou-
and eliminated their 
for any medal. 
'an Boitano, the 1988 
pie champion, finished 
. Viktor Petrenko, the 
Id medalist, was ninth. 
defending, four-time 
champion Kurt Brown-
12th. 
tead, a new Olympic 
ion will be crowned at 
y's free skate. 
i Urmanov of Russia, 
nsistent skater whose 
'nternational showing 
· d in last year's world 
ionships, had the best 
of the night. Canadian 
nal champion Elvis 
was second, Philippe 
loro of France was third 
erican champion Scott 
fourth. 
er big story of the day, 
familiar one, was an 
skier getting anoth-
. Also-rans no longer, 
s the only times Am-
skiers hang their heads 
e Olympics is to get 
draped around their 
y Moe, celebrating his 
birthday, followed his 
· g victory in the down-
Sunday by taking the 
today in the men's 
'ant slalom. 
U.S. hockey team fur-
its reputation as the 
'ac Kids, securing its 
straight come-from-
tern defeated Milwau-
their first meeting this 
Jan. 29 at Lantz Gym, 
. That was a game in 
neither team could 
straight, with the two 
combining to shoot only 
nt. 
ally, the poor shooting 
.,. OlyJb,pie Medals 
. r/· Table ,,. 
:Sy The Associated Pl;es$ 
'" Tfuougli Thurs(lay, Feb. 17 
'" G S B Tot. 
Russia 5 5 2 12 
Nqrway s s 1 9 
:!ff KA. ~ ~" ,~ ! 
~fll;la.riY 2 1 1 4 
Canada l 0 2 3 
'1\'.jlstrla . 0 2 1 3 
::Net4erlandstO i. ·2 3 
. ·. " 0 Ow 2 2 
·$~'. Ow iJ:" 0 1 
./·.a.··.. £\ .1 y 0ic.i 
0 (} 1 l 
·'>:. <i, 
behind tie when Todd 
Marchant scored a power-play 
goal with 28 seconds left to 
pull even with Canada, 3-3. 
Moe's silver, combined with 
Diann Roffe-Steinrotter's gold 
in the women's super-G on 
Tuesday, gave the Americans a 
medal in all three Alpine 
events run at Lillehammer so 
far. And that doesn't count the 
downhill portion of the Alpine 
combined, in which Kyle 
Rasmussen and Moe finished 
second and third this week. 
That event will be completed 
Feb. 25. 
"It's getting kind of conta-
gious," U.S. Alpine director 
Paul Major had said before 
performance by Milwaukee 
wasn't all that out-of-charac-
ter for a team that is last in 
the Mid-Con in shooting per-
centage at 39 percent per 
game. 
"That was a true game of 
ineptness," Samuels said of 
the Jan. 29 meeting. "Hope-
fully we'll get some better 
shooting from us, and about 
today's race. "Everybody 
think., they can win now." 
Wasmeier was the winner in 1 
minute, 32.53 seconds for his 
first medal in three Olympics 
and the first gold won by a 
German Alpine male skier 
since 1936. Moe, of Palmer, 
Alaska, finished .08 seconds 
back and again edged favorite 
Kjetil Andre Aamodt. The 
Norwegian, the defending 
Olympic super-G champion, 
got the bronze in 1:32.93. 
Moe, the third man down 
the hill with Wasmeier right 
behind him, got to eat cake 
with another birthday boy, 
sixth-place finisher Atle 
Skardaal of Norway, as he 
stood waiting for more than 
hour watching other skiers' 
times. 
He's the first American to 
win more than one medal in 
skiing at an Olympics since 
Penelope Pitou in 1960, and 
the first American man ever to 
achieve that feat. 
"I'm just lucky to have my 
life going so well right now," 
Moe said. 
At the other end of the 
Gudbrandsdalen Valley, Ol-
ympics officials today virtually 
quadrupled security to 150 for 
the first joint figure-skating 
practice for Nancy Kerrigan 
and Tonya Harding. 
Officials said they'd received 
two telephone threats from the 
United States, before Kerrigan 
arrived. 
Undaunted, Harding twice 
nailed the triple axel jump no 
other woman will even at-
tempt at the Winter Games 
and showed she will go for the 
gold. 
the same kind of shooting (as 
last time) for them, but I don't 
know if that'll happen on their 
court. 
"Defensively, they played a 
zone on us here, so they'll 
probably play a zone there due 
to the lack of numbers. They 
used some jump defenses and 
a 'diamond-in-two' that they 
tried to contain us with." 
en's track _______ _ 
• From Page BA 
st him again," Moore 
"If he (Cooper) beats 
I think we'll have an 
atic NCAA qualifying 
. There is a definite 
there." 
'nois' team is loaded 
national caliber talent 
y two-time national 
pion Marko Koers, 
S BABE TURNED 21! 
HAPPY BELATED 
BIRTHDAY 
NON ANDREWS 
who, two years ago, was a 
member of Holland's Olym-
pic team as an 800-meter 
runner. 
The Illini's mile relay 
team has already made 
national qualifying time 
this season. 
McAfee, who is currently 
undefeated in head to head 
competition in the 400, will 
be looking to take on their 
top quarter-milers, Scott 
Turner and Ben Byers. 
Moore is very confident 
in his high jumpers and 
said a school record (7 feet) 
was a possibility. 
"Our jumpers are in top 
form," Moore said. "We're 
capable of 7 feet. We have 
two guys, Trentman and 
Thompson, who have been 
knocking at the door." 
This Week-end at 
Mother's. 
• 
$1 Spec\a\s 
on -your 
favorlte 
Drafts, 
Bottles 
&. Drinks 
"Home of the 254 
Ice 
House 
:For a[[ those Specia[ 'Days/ 
tliin( of us first ... 
~r Professionals 
503 Buchanan "ON HAIR'' 
Stylists - Brenda, Sue, 
& Jennette, formerly of C.J. Sassy Scissors 
Now Acee ting 
~f:-·] VISA 345-4449 
Direct from 
Shang-Hai / 
CHINA 
30 'Yean Cooking ' 
Experience 
/ 
AUTHENTIC CHINESE RESTAURANT 
112 mile from city on W, Rt 16 
Try Our All You Can Eat 
Grand Buffet - Lunch & Dinner 
Includes: 20 Item Salad Bar 
and 12 Item Entrees 
Lunch 
(Mon.-Sat.) 
$4.50 
Sunday Lunch 
$5.95 
Weekday Dinner 
(Mon.-Thurs.) . 
Weekend Dinner 
(Fri.-Sun.) $7 95 Shrimp, Fish, Etc. • $6.95 W/Crablegs $9.95 
Daily Lunch Special $2.50 
Dinner $4.50 
Includes Soup or Egg Roll, Entree, Rice, Fortune Cookie 
-------, i!iR fWT -im •• BRING AD FOR I .!fn I~ 'f* • VISA $100 OFF I CARRY OUT CALL 
_ _:x~!!ft~1~;!!_J 348-1111 c;r' ~.W"LIT 
oearance 
Sa\e 
feb tSth 
thfU 
feb 2stn, 
Clearance 
Sale 
Feb 18th 
thru 
Feb 28th 
Don ~t Monkey Around 
1/2 
Price 
Selected 
I-Shirts 
Tanl<s 
Shorts 
jocl<ey 
U-Wear 
20% Off 
(All New Spring Merchandise) 
•T-Shlrts •Sewn-ons •Baseball Jerseys 
•Sweatshirts •Shorts •Jerseys •Tanks 
• "Eastern" )ac.kets 
•lles •Soc.ks 
"We are a "Russe\\" Out\et Store" 
0 Y.LLYl HABEROASHE~~:11· ~ . 
~ £ CAMPUS" . ~t\ 
----ay l£ :s<O•AL!NAV<~• 
RON & SUE LEATHERS CHARLESTON. IL 61920 
OWNERS PHONE 217·345-6844 
.. 
... ~ . -.... · • ~· -.... --.. .... ... 
Record 38 free throws 
lead way in 97-84 win 
over Youngstown St. 
By DAN FIELDS 
Staff writer 
to see the kids step up and hit those 
free throws." 
Another player that was a key factor 
Lady Panther victory was sophomore 
Frazier. 
The guard out of East St. Louis g 
career high 24 points, while gettin 
boards. 
"Tourrie is good at slashing to the 
whether she is going for offensive re 
defensive rebounds, or even penetra · 
It's good to be home. basket,'' said Klein. 
After losing their last eight contests, the Lady Eastern dug themselves into a hole 
Panthers finally came away as the victor with a the contest, as Youngstown State (3-1 
97-83 triumph over conference rival Youngstown jumped out to a 27-17 lead with 7 :27 l 
State. first half. 
Eastern (3-18 overall, 2-12 Mid-Continent) But then, the Lady Panthers were 
was once again led by senior Shannon Baugh. thanks in part to Baugh's 12 points in 
The guard from Davenport, Iowa netted a "dou- six minutes of the half, closing th 
ble-double" by pouring in a game and career Penguins lead to 46-40 at the half. 
high 30 points while hauling down 14 rebounds. Whatever Klein said in the locker 
"It feels really good because it has taken us a have inspired Eastern, as they started 
long time for us to get another victory,'' said with a 10-2 run. Baugh's two free-t 
Baugh. 3:36 into the half gave the Lady Pan 
Baugh scored 18 of her points in the second 48 lead they would not relinquish. 
half, with her first points not coming until 6:38 "It was time for a wiri, and we didD 
to go in the half. (Youngstown State) to come into our p 
"I wanted to get other members of the team take this game away from us," said Fr · 
involved with the offense, because I knew (the "We finally put it all together," said 
scoring) would come to me eventually," said "We didn't want to be denied anothervi 
Baugh. For the first time this year, Klein was 
Baugh's first points were two of her 14 free a smile at the regular post-game intervi 
throws in the game. Baugh's 14 of 14 from the "I was real proud of how the kids 
charity stripe broke Beverly Williams 1991 there, even though they were losing in 
record for free throw percentage in a game. half," said Klein. 
But the main factor for Thursday night's win The Lady Panther's next contest · 
was the Lady Panthers ability to hit the free 7:30 this Saturday in Lantz Gym versus 
throws. ence foe Cleveland State. 
EAN ESKRA/ Assoc. photo editor 
Senior guard Beth Salvaggio fights to get to a defensive 
rebound d1..l1ing the first half of the Lady Panthers' 97-83 victo-
Eastern set records in free throws attempted "We are very anxious to play Cl 
(42) and made (38) - a blistering 90 percent State," said Baugh. Referring to Yo 
from the line. State, Baugh mentioned that "I think we 
"The free throws that we hit were critical," got someone scared to come into our pl 
ry over YoWlgstown State Thursday night at Lantz Gym said Eastern head coach John Klein. "It was nice The tipoffis scheduled for 7:30 p.m. 
Men's track team striving 
for season-bests at· Illinois 
By BRIAN HARRIS 
Staff writer 
The men's track team will be traveling to 
Champaign this afternoon to take part in a 
triangular meet against Illinois and 
Augustana. 
The team makes at least one trip to the 
U of I Armory every year and often returns 
with season-best performances. 
"We love running against Illinois," said 
head coach Neil Moore. "It's a great motiva-
tor." 
The meet will be unscored, and Moore 
says it will be "fast and furious," beginning 
with field events at 6:30 p.m. and ending 
with the mile relay at 8:30. 
Moore said he is not too worried about 
Division II Augustana, but expects his 
team to get some of its toughest competi-
tion of the season from the Illini. 
"In the past, we've never had a problem 
with Augustana,'' Moore said. "Illinois is a 
contender for the Big Ten (championship). 
They'll be tuning up for that meet. We have 
nothing to lose and everything to gain." 
Eastern's top entrants include Obadiah 
Cooper in the 55- and 200-meter dashes, 
Kert McAfee in the 400, Neal Trentman 
and Tim Thompson in the high jump and 
Nate Shaffer in the 800. 
Cooper will be looking for a second win 
over Illinois' national qualifier, Anthony 
Jones, in the 55. The two went head to head 
in the Armory twice last season. Jones won 
the first race, and Cooper won the next by a 
hundredth of a second in at 6.23 seconds. 
That victory earned him a national berth. 
"Obadiah is excited about running this 
weekend. 
.r. Continued on Page 7 A 
Lady Panthers travel to SIU-E 
By MATT MORFOOT 
Staff writer 
It has been two ·weeks 
since the Lady Panthers 
last competed on the track. 
Saturday, their preparation 
will be displayed when they 
travel to Southern Illinois 
University in Edwardsville. 
Teams also competing 
i nclude Murray State , 
Mississippi State, Austin 
Peay, and Arkansas State. 
"The team is in a little bit 
better condition than 
before," coach John Craft 
said. 
The Lady Panthers re-
turned from winter break 
on a Wednesday and had to 
compete that Friday in an 
invitational. 
"The team developed 
soreness by competing so 
soon without practice," 
Craft said. 
Craft said he expects 
good performances from 
Kala Scott in the triple and 
long jumps, Tiffany Jansen 
in the high jump and Kiya 
Thomas, Mid-Continent 
cross country champion 
from two years ago, in the 
distance events. 
Shot putter Candace 
Blanton and long distance 
runner Amy Berig are also 
expected to be competitive. 
"The team has been recu-
perating and preparing for 
the last two weeks and 
looks forward to competing," 
Craft said. 
...-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--. 
Panther injuries 
offer Eastern ho 
By RANDY LISS 
Staff writer 
Earlier this season, 
Panther coach Rick Samuels 
cited a lack of breaks for his 
Eastern men's basketball 
squad. 
Well, it looks as if he may 
have just gotten one. 
The Panthers will travel up 
north to the University of 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee to face 
another team called the 
Panthers on Saturday. Tipoff 
is at 7 :30 p.m. 
A key member of Milwau-
kee's Panthers will most like-
ly be absent when the two 
teams take the floor though. 
Senior forward Michael 
Hughes, the second-leading 
scorer in the Mid-Continent 
Conference this season with a 
21.3 average, is listed as 
doubtful for Saturday's 
match-up. Hughes has been 
sidelined for the past two 
games with a sprained knee, 
and while anything is possi-
ble, it looks like he will not be 
able to go come tipoft'. 
According the Wisconsin-
Milwaukee athletic office, 
Hughes tested his injured 
knee for the first time 
Wednesday in practice, and 
that it wouldn't be impossible 
for him to play, bu 
unlikely. 
"He's listed as doub 
he could still play, 
Samuels. "I'm sure if 
go they'll try and play · 
Regardless of wh 
Hughes is available 
the game will still go on. 
their prized forwar 
Milwaukee has been 
in somewhat of a n 
crunch, with only eight 
ers seeing action during 
83-66 loss to Illinois-
on Monday. 
Milwaukee is also be 
out guard Corey Sta 
who is out with a b 
hand. Head coach 
Antrim only used 
ers from his bench M 
night, and four of his 
played 30 minutes or 
with off-guard Mark 
playing all 40 minutes. 
Now, this shortage 
ers does have some 
for Eastern. Milwaukee 
5-8 in the Mid-Con 
Conference) is curre 
game behind the Pan 
the Mid-Con standin 
Eastern (11-10, 6-7) 
supply a knockout pun 
fourth place in the le 
with a victory at the M 
• Continued on Page 

YOUR MOM WILL 
LIKE THIS APf.--
YOU WILL TOO! 
345 - 4489 
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WOOD REAL ESTATE 
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND 
OPERATED 
~ow St10Wll'ol6! 
PHlllOllPHll 
TOM HANKS ~ 
OlNZH WASHINGTON 
Nightly: 7:00, 9:30 
Sat/Sun Mat: 2:00 
~ow St10w11'o16! 
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INTERSb 
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Nightly: 7:30, 9:45 
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TI Mt T 11tA Tl!t 
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GRUMPY 
OLD MEN 
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Fri/Sat: 4:45, 7:15, 9:30 
Sat/Sun Mat: 2:15 
Sun-Thurs: 4:45, 7:15 
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Fri/Sat: 4:30, 7:00, 9:15 
Sat/Sun Mat: 2:00 
Sun-Thurs: 4:30 7:00 
My Fat er The Hero, 
Fri/Sat: 5:00, 7:30, 9:30 
Sat/Sun Mat: 2:15 Sun-Thurs: 5: 0 7: 0 
glff 2 
·· DAN 
AYKROYD 
JA~J~ft~E 
st=:tIJ I PGI 
FrVSat: 4:45, 7:00, 9:15 
Sat/Sun Mat: 2:00 
Sun-Thurs: 4:45, 7:00 
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SHAQUILLE 
O'NEAL 
lr<rul ftr,.,_rr-
FrVSat: 4:30, 7:15, 9:45 
Sat/Sun Mat: 1 :45 
Sun-Thurs: 4:30, 7:15 
Jack Kitcy's art was never really that great. 
The characters he drew were little more than costumoo Neanderthak 
figures, blocky and disproportionate, battloo their way through ar · 
designa:I pages that woukl make modem comic connoisseurs cringe. 
In spite of these problems, there aren't enough superlatives in RcXJet' 
describe the volumes of contributions longtime comic book artist 
"King" Kitcy made to the indu5try and to society in general. 
Kitcy dioo on Sunday, Feb. 6, of heart failure at the age of 76. He 
responsible for the creation or co-creation of more than 400 characters. 
Kitcy first made it big in comics in 1940 with a character he 
with Joe Simon. That character was Captain America - a fighting 
truth and justice for American youth during Worki War II. 
Kitcy went on to redefine super hero comics in the late 1950s arxl 
with writer Stan Lee. Together, the t\00 creatOO the Marvel universe, a 
mos of diwrse characters filled with such comic mainstays as the F: 
FOLrr, Hulk, Silver Surfer and X-Men. 
But "King" Kitcy should not be rernemberoo simply for the sheer n 
of his creations. Instead, he shoukl be rememberoo for the one thirlJ 
separatoo his heroes from those of other artists at the time - \.\.hether 
monsters or people, his creations were always human at heart. 
Kitcy's heroes were flawed. His characters were always vulnerable; 
had doubts about their abilities, but always. did what was right. 
Although I didn't grow up witnessing the creation of Kitcy's · 
mature learning \K.X:abulary and certain morals from the vibrant 
he left us. 
Sadly, most kids tcday are not familiar with the name of Jack Kirby. 
What young comic 00ok readers are familiar with is the legacy 1hat 
left behirx:I. 
Millions of chiklren around the globe have learned to read and to 
for their beliefs ~ follo..ving the adventures of Kitcy' s brilliant creatioos, 
millions more will continue to learn as long as there are comics. 
The heroes Kitcy creatoo are especially important tcday. With ~ 
dren facing broken homes, poverty and a high illiteracy rate, comic 
remain a fairly wholesome, intelligent and affordable form of escapism. 
Despite the praises Kitcy has received for his VJOtk (he was 
most influential creator in comics ~ a survey of comic 00ok CJ1 
1993), he always remainoo mod~ and quiet. He let his mh.nnes of 
speak for him. 
Kitcy often redirectoo the compliments heapa.i upon him to 
called his "peers." At the art of creating, the King had no peers. That is 
they called him "King." 
The King is dead. Long live the King. 
WIN THE SAVINGS 
WITH THESE WEEKEND 
SPECIALS AT 
JERRY'S PIZZA 
~PUB 
345-2844 
AT THE CORNER OF 4th & LINCOLN 
2 LARGE SINGLE 
INGREDIENT PIZZAS 
$16.00 
rL.AfiG"Es1'NG"LElsf\4ALL' SiNG'LEI 
I INGREDIENT I INGREDIENT I 
I PIZZA I PIZZA I 
I & QT. OF COKE I & QT. OF COKE I $7.95 $5.95 
t- -LG'. 'TWo-+ 8MAi:Lrwo -1 
I INGREDIENT I INGREDIENT I 
I PIZZA I PIZZA I 
I & QT. OF COKE I & QT. OF COKE I 
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eter's Way 
ctor Peter Samuel tempted fortune, fame 
d fate by accepting an Eastern diploma 
J.A. WINDERS 
Why didn't Peter Samuel leave Eastern? 
Tradition seems to dictate in order for this 
0 graduate to become a successful enter-
er, he must either transfer from, drop out 
or be asked to leave this institution o( high-
earning . 
rat least that's the path his peers chose. 
ohn Malkovich ran from the university 
rd Illinois State, and later film star status. 
Allen jumped ship for Northern Illinois 
'versity and later stage fame. And Burl Ives 
ed a cold shoulder to all education and 
me a star of stage and screen, as well as 
voice of Frosty the Snowman. 
alkovich , Allen and Ives are successful 
rs. 
alkovich, Allen and Ives are Eastern dis-
uished alumni. 
Malkovich, Allen and Ives never graduated 
Eastern. 
So how has Samuel become successful, 
pite having a diploma from this university? 
To understand this, one must 
ask why this Broadway 
star from Rochester, 
with a passion for 
science, chose 
Eastern. 
'' There's 
just so much 
&2 BR APTS 
1-2 tenants 
you're a 
s ma II 
town kid 
from cen-
tral Illi-
nois," said 
Samuel in 
a 1990 in-
terview. 
"And it 
doesn't 
include 
Broad-
way." 
But for 
this man - who 
graduated from 
high school 
with only 
82 other 
class-
mates - life has included Broadway. 
He has tread upon the Great White Way on 
six different occasions in productions including 
"The Secret Garden," "Les Miserables" and 
"Joseph and the Amazing T echnicolor Dream-
coat." 
So his resume doesn't exactly ebb like a 
botany/zoology major's might. 
But then again, how many Eastern 
botany/zoology majors have been understud-
ies to former New York Jets quarterback Joe 
Namath in "Li! Abner" and appeared naked in 
a 1988 ad in People Magazine. 
Safe to say, not many. 
"At no other school could I have gotten the 
diversity of experience that I've gotten, " 
Samuel said. "I really worked that school for 
all I was worth. 
"A bigger school wouldn't have put up with 
me." 
Samuel managed to work the school by 
shaping himself into an extra-curricular activity 
machine. 
He became a biologist, sang in concert 
choir, acted in theater and chased a leather 
ball in rugby. 
But the acting career, which spawned from 
an open audition for the 1976 University The-
ater production of "Tom Paine, " bloomed 
despite rugby. 
"No one ever expected a rugby player to be 
in theater," said J. Sain of the Eastern's the-
ater department. 
During 24 years at Eastern, Sain has seen 
most of school's contemporary talent wade 
through his department. He knew Samuel. 
And to this day, Sain considers him a brother. 
"He wasn't like John (Malkovich), " Sain 
said. "No one ever said he is going to be 
famous." 
In all, Samuel crossed the collegiate stage 
10 times. 
Therese Supple acted with Samuel in the 
1980 production of "U.S.A." 
Supple was an acting non-theater major 
much like Samuel - whom she characterized 
as "a joy." 
"He was a very talented guy," she said. "He 
was easy, very easy to work with." 
So why did Samuel stay? 
A fear of success. A desire not to be 
famous. Perhaps even a hidden death wish. 
Why would this active, talented, well-
respected man throw caution to the wind and 
stride across the stage to receive an Eastern 
diploma? 
"What (students) need is to be exposed to 
ideas that would never even have occurred to 
them," he said. "A school as relatively small as 
Eastern allows you to do something like that. 
"I don't regret my days there a bit." 
Gently Used 
345-4489 
JIM WOOD 
~21. 
Fine Desi ner Clothing 
All jeans $12 - $15 
WOOD REAL ESTATE 
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED 
AND OPERATED 
from Champaign 
Mother 
with special guests 
Veruca Salt 
and Swain 
Doors open 10 p.m. 
Show starts 10:30 p.m. 
509 VanBuren 345-2380 
19 to enter 21 to drink 
•Levis •Guess •Gap •and more! 
•Jean Skirts •T-Shirts •Sweats 
•Fun Jewelry •and lots more! 
Guys & Gals Sweaters -
Buy 1 • Second Sweater of 
equal price or less $1 
r-----------------------------, : Present this coupon for $5 off : 
: any purchase of $20 or more. : 
: 2/18/94 - 2/26/94 : 
L-----------------------------~ 
603Monroe 
Northside 
Square 
:0~9luate 
Mon- Sat 
11- 5 
Your shopping at Darylio Rose helps benefit AIDS 
research and financial assistance to AIDS victims. 
FRIDAY 4:00 
CLUB 
KARAOKE AT 6:00 PM 
Hot Buffet & Salad Bar 11-2pm $5zg_ 
All you can eat, Large Selection 
SUNDAY BRUNCH 11-2pm $(Yfi-
All you can eat, Large Selection 
$1.00 off w/EIU ID 
Pool $1.50 
19 to enter, 21 to drink 
Wright's 'Son' 
performing From Cali to Coffee 
in Champaign Actor turned student lends his ideas to the 'Rathskeller After Dark' 
By KRISTINA WOODS 
"Native Son," a play deal-
ing with racial issues and 
society, will be performed at 
the University of Illinois in 
Champaign this month. 
Compared by Director 
Marvin Sims as a 1940s ver-
sion of Spike Lee films, 
"Native Son" is an adapta-
tion of Richard Wright's 
1940s novel. It revolves 
around the life of Bigger 
Thomas, a black man who is 
a chauffeur for a wealthy 
white family. 
The play began last week-
end and will be performed 
this Friday and Saturday and 
Feb. 24-27 at the Colwell 
Playhouse at the U of I. Tick-
ets are $11 for the general 
public and $9 for students. 
In the play, a relationship 
develops between Thomas 
and the daughter of the fami-
ly he serves. The play reach-
es a climactic point when the 
daughter is accidentally suffo-
ca ted in her bedroom by 
Thomas. He tries to hide the 
lxxly, but it is discovered by 
her family. 
Sims said this play is one 
of the more moving racial 
stories because it involves a 
black man killing a ~hite 
woman and the hardships 
that ensue. 
"People have problems 
with inter-racial relation-
ships," he said. 
By ELIZABETH RAICHLE 
At age 19, John Dylan 
McNeill grabbed his last $200, a 
few belongings and a one-way 
bus ticket to Los Angeles to pur-
sue his dream of acting. 
While living in the mecca of 
entertainment, McNeill per-
formed in a couple of plays and 
was even cast as an extra in 
"The New Leave It To Beaver 
Show." 
But dreams of the true theater 
soon faded for McNeill. 
"I trusted my instincts in going 
to LA," McNeill said. "Most of 
the plays I did there were just 
places where actors could get 
exposed for television opportuni-
ti " es. 
Now at age 24, McNeill finds 
himself taking advantage of 
another opportunity - he is one 
of the driving forces of 
Rathskeller After Dark, a coffee-
house which is to be instituted in 
the Rathskeller of the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union 
beginning next fall. 
"I came to EIU for anonymity 
and to get a degree in English," 
McNeill said. "I told a couple of 
people I ran a few coffeehouses 
and next thing I knew, Shirley 
(Von Bokel, student government 
executive vice-president) called 
me up." 
Although hesitant at first, 
McNeil! decided to help Von 
Bokel out, especially since he 
had heard that the city was con-
sidering raising the bar-entry age. 
"I'm curious if people really 
50~ Slices 
25~ Cokes· 
Carry-Out Onl 
11 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Saturday 
ELIZABETH RAICHLE/Staff photo 
John Dylan McNeill (center) works on the preliminary plans of "Rathskeller After Dark" with co 
tee members Shirley Von Bokel (right), John Mustis (left) and Jason Anselment. 
show up for a bar alternative, gave birth to the Exhibit A cof- there would be two mikes 
although I want to stress that this feehouse in Dixon. stage," McNeill said. "P 
is not meant to be a bar altema- "I had a lot of friends that like would come in, maybe 
tive," McNeill said. "This is a to perform and also we were nachos, even exotic coffee, 
totally different atmosphere - it · looking for performers to per- at 9 p .m., the master of 
combines the artistic community form at the local dinner theater," monies would welcome 
and promotes dialogue, too." McNeill said. "I had a friend that one." 
McNeill has had the pleasure was an artist that did a flier for us At 9 p.m., students 
of living in different atmos- and I took it upon myself to ask come up to the stage 
pheres. After being in Los Ange- the owner if he could help us express their artistic talents. 
Jes for approximately a year and out. People called and asked "Basically, it would be a 
a half but having to work job what they could do ... they liked bration and sharing of 
after job to make ends meet, he it so much." from the average person's 
packed his bags "on a whim" Using the Dixon coffeehouse of view," McNeill said. 
and headed to the south to as a springboard, McNeill cur- McNeill said he has 
Savannah, Ga. rently is the chairman of the cof- hopes for Eastem's up-
Six months later, McNeill feehouse committee and consid- ing coffeehouse. He beli 
returned to lliinois because of an ers himself the "idea man." it will be "exciting to ha 
illness in the family. It was after "The door would open at 8 those creative people in 
the return to lliinois that McNeill p.m., the lights would be low and room." 
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· c benefit unplugs 
all of the hype recent 
albums and perfor-
have garnered, Harden 
prove rather refresh-
is not the twisting of 
fer~ in5ln.nal-
tation. In.st:ead, their perfonnance 
celebrates a beauty v.hich rests in 
the soul rather than the technolcgy. 
Their repertoire includes blues 
selections, classic 60's and 70's 
folk, as VJe!l as 9Jl11e COl..ll11ry. Per-
ence. 
forming works 
from arti5ts su::h as 
Robert Johnson 
and Neil Young to 
K.D. Lang and 
Bonnie Raitt, Hard-
en and Nelson 
span an eclectic 
variety of tastes and 
styles that is sure to 
appeal to any au::li-
A remarkable vocalist in her 
CM1T1 right, Nel5on proves to be a 
more than ctlquate singer of Bon-
nie Raitt tunes. Her renditions of 
"Luck of the Draw," and "SlO'N-
hard" shaN a minor \KlCal resem-
blance that becomes overshad-
o.M:rl by the wa.y she fits into the 
slow and gritty 
groove for which 
Raitt 's songs are 
knCMIT1. 
Harden proves 
to be the tml \W'.ard 
of thetv.o. 
His 00g of trick5 
is seemingly end-
less. In his stunnioJ 
solo renditions of 
"Mr. Tambourine Man" and "All 
Along the Watchtower," Han:len 
metamorphasizes, if only for a 
mcxnent, into BOO ~ sitfu13 in 
a coffee !n.Lse c:1urinJ the Haight-
Miuy era of s::xlal re.d.dicn. 
It is an imilatioo ~ siln-
ilar to ~ hirmelf, ~ new:r g) 
gau:he as to aa;s the b d parer 
dythat ~has baxme. 
Chicago band aims for golden 
goose, hits Charleston instead 
By MIKE MEYER 
Veruca Salt has character. 
Actually, Veruca Salt is a charact:er. 
H YJll remember the rncNie "Willy Wonka & the OlOCO-
late Factory," then YJll're sure to remember Veruca Salt. 
She wa.s the spoi!OO little rich girl vvm wa.ntoo e\.0'ylhing. 
She en:iOO up falling dCM1T1 a garb:tge chute. 
Someho..v, there's a lesson to be leamOO. 
The rock band 
Veruca Salt, on the 
other hard, has not 
f alien down a 
garbage chute. In 
fact, the band 
recently became 
one of the most 
sought after, up-
and-coming Chica-
go rock outfits in the 
entire city. Joining 
the ranks of Liz 
Phair and Ra:! Ra:! 
Meat, Veruca Salt is 
in the center spot-
light of the Chicago 
music scene. 
Veruca Salt will 
~ 01arleston for a 
10 p.m. shaN Frrlay at Frierds & Co. - the Dungeon, 
509 Van Buren Ave., with the bands Mother and &vain. 
Veruca Salt oocal& and guitarist La.lise Post ~bes 
her band as ooe that trars::errls the ~ s:JUrrl of m.rh 
alternative music. She listad Slr.h groups as the Beatles, the 
Bm:rlers and My Blocxiy Valentine as infh.a1ces. 
"What I b.e about our band is that each ~ is spOOal 
and unique. 'That's what I feel like we're trying to do, 
becau;e each ~ is a gem," Post sarl. "We lean more 
t!M0rcl da.S5ic rock (than a!temaiive). I think of altemati\.e as 
waten:rl do.Ml da.S5ic rock" 
Veru::a Salt slartOO tv.o ~ ago as a project beh.ooeJi 
Post and Nina Gordoo, the band's other oocal&-guitarist. 
l.Jp:n tOOr first~. the tv.o l:a:ame in5tantly attracta:I. 
"We're inseparable, amazioJ friends," Post sarl. "It was 
b.e at first sight" 
The band clk:ln't take complete form or play out until last 
year, when Veruca Salt crl:led OOssist Steve Lack and drum-
mer Jim Shapiro to tour the club scene. Opening for su::h 
musicians as Uz Phair and Big Hat, Veruca Salt gained 
quick notoriety through the concert grapeW"le. 
"I- feel lucky and appreciative that people ha\.e resportl-
oo VJe!l to our music," Post said. "People lik0:I U5 pretty 
quickly. Strangers were really excited by what we were 
do~. It's just bizarre." 
Veruca Salt's 
biggest accomplish-
ment&> far wa.s hook-
ing up with record 
praker Brad Wood. 
Wood, whose Idful 
Studio in Chicago 
contint.e> to gain wK:le 
acclaim, attendoo an 
early Veruca Salt oon-
cert in hopes of set-
ting up a recording 
time in his stu:iio for 
the band. 
"Bra:! came to the 
concert and was really 
excttoo. Tue fact that 
he liked us meant a 
· bt," Pa;t: sarl "That Photo courtesy of Minty Fresh Records · , 
was m:xnentous. He s 
exc.eJlent; I ctlnire his~" 
Wood is in the process of recording and ~ the 
band's debut album. The first single, "Seether" {Minty 
Fresh), will be releasa::l on Feb. 25. Wood's d:::oipocu of 
the band can be attril:uta:I to his h.51: for~ rock 
'Veru:a Salt J:)ays hard pop-rock, &)It d like the Prarl-
ers - tv.o girls that ~ and pay b.rl, Rarnones-h guitar," 
Wood sarl. "I prafer (hard rodq if JXl>.'il~. " 
Veruca Salt, along with Wood, are both currently 
tremendous parts of the Chicago music scene. While 
Wood discrEdits this as "an eJB} label," Post antlers her 
band ic¥il to Chicago and its rurent rrusk: tnni. 
"I definitely feel like ~ is a cx:rnrn..nily here of \Mlich I 
am a µ:irt of. E~ is s:xnehcw affa:::ta:i by it in a gocx:i 
VJCll," Post sarl. "(The s:a18) wil oot climini.<h the art in the 
city." 
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AD~JJTilllWG 
POJtICT 
The Daily Eastern 
News cannot be respon-
sible for more than one 
day's incorrect insertion. 
Report errors immedi-
ately at 581-2812. Acor-
rected ad will appear in 
the next edition. 
All classified advertis-
ing MUST meet the 2 
p.m. deadline to 
appear in the next day's 
publication. Any ads 
processed AFTER 2 
p.m. will be published 
in the following day's 
newspaper. Ads cannot 
be canceled AFI'ER the 
2 p.m. deadline. 
Classified ads must 
be paid in advance. Only 
accounts with estab-
lished credit may be 
billed. 
All Advertising sub-
mitted to The Daily 
Eastern News is subject 
to approval and may be 
revised, rejected, or can-
celed at any time. 
The Daily Eastern 
News assumes no liabili-
ty if for any reason it 
becomes necessary to 
omit an advertisement. 
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BoOMJUTEl!I 
i!llJBLEl!ll!IOBl!I 
FoRBENT 
FoR8.llE 
Lol!IT & Fo1JND 
..l..l'WNOIJNVEMElVDI 
GET MONEY FAST . .. ELEC-
TRONICALLY FILE YOUR 
TAXES AT TOKENS AND MAIL-
WANTED: Neon Beer Light. Ask 
for Mr.Pals, 345-5901. 
B_o_x_E_s _____ ca2118 I r <cJ:DomoN ,:, :;, + 
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DAYTONA SPRING BREAK! Stay 
on the beach in a NEW tropical 
oceanfront Motel! Well located -
AAA rated. Flamingo Inn - you'll 
love it. Call 1-800-682-0919. 
PLE EAGER TO BECOME PAR-
ENTS THROUGH ADOPTION. 
309-392-2574 COLLECT OR 
LEAVE MESSAGE. 
_______ ca2116-2118 
,...............,..,...,...,---_..,,.,....,..,,,~,....,.....3-11..,.,..,1 I Bm•IBm:Qml · 1 
HELP lf!NfED I Place a 10 word Rides/Riders Ad 
AA CRUISE AND TRAVEL 
EMPLOYMENT GUIDE. EARN 
BIG $$$+TRAVEL THE WORLD 
FREE (CARIBBEAN, EUROPE, 
HAWAII, AND MORE!) HURRY! 
BUSY SPRING AND SUMMER 
SEASONS RAPIDLY 
APPROACHING. FREE STU-
DENT TRAVEL CLUB MEMBER-
SHIP! (919) 929-4398 EXT. 
C210 
__________ 2125 
COLORADO SUMMER JOBS: In 
the Rockies near Vail, ANDER-
SON CAMPS seeks caring, 
enthusiastic, dedicated, patient 
individuals who enjoy working 
with children in an outdoor set-
ting. Counselors, Cooks, 
Wranglers, Riding Instructors, 
and Nurses. Interviews on 
February 23rd. Sign up, get appli-
cation at Career Planning and 
Placement. Questions? Call us at 
(303) 524-7766. 
__________ .2122 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY-
MENT: fisheries . Many earn 
$2,000+/mo. in canneries or 
$3,000-$6,000+/mo. on fishing 
vessels. For info. call: 1-206-545-
4155 ext. A5738 
__________ 3/4 
EDUCATION MAJORS to nanny 
for six children in Ellingham. 
Three summer positions avail-
able: 1 full-time (M-F), 2 part-time 
(weekends). Only serious need 
apply. Send resume and refer-
ences to 38 N Lakewood Dr. , 
Ellingham, II 62401 
__________ 3/18 
Accepting applications for circula-
tion Department. Apply in person 
at 127 Buzzard Bldg. 
__________ .2122 
Bikini bartenders wanted. No exp. 
needed. Make up to $30/hr. Must 
be 18. Apply today at Panthers 5-
6pm 
__________ .2118 
The News ads can help you make 
spring break cash! 
_________ ha-00 
'L 
for ONLY $1. And we'll run it for 5 
DAYS without any changes or 
cancellations. 
_________ ha-00 
2-3 female dog and cat lovers to 
occupy 2 bedrooms in a 4 BR, 
1400 sq. ft. apt. One BR available 
day after graduation. The other 
available 6-16-94. Utilities plus, 
rent of $175/mo. on 12 month 
lease or $210 me.on 1 O month 
lease. Ph. Leigh at 345-5523. 
10% discount for rent paid in 
advance. 
_________ .v25 
2 NON-SMOKERS needed to 
share house on 2nd St. for '94-95 
school yr. $160/mo. Call 345-
7199. 
__________ .2125 
1 male non-smoker for 94-95 
year. 185 per mo. for 10 mo. + 
utilities. Right near campus. Call 
Mike 348-5691 
Beautifully decorated house for 
8 girls including washer and 
dryer and large lawn. 1508 - 1 st 
St, 2 blocks N. of O'Brien field. 
Aug 1-June 1 lease. $180.00 
per person monthly - you pay 
your own utilities - Call 345-
2113 Eads Realty for Jan or 
Charlotte. 
__________ 5/6 
Now leasing for Fall. McArthur 
Manor Apartments two-bedroom 
furnished apartments. 913-917 
Fourth St. 345-2231. 
__________ 5/6 
Furnished 6 bedroom house, 2 
bath available 8-1-94 for 94-95 
school year no pets 1 1/2 block 
from EIU. 175 per bedroom per 
month. Security deposit split utili-
ties Call 348-8620 
__________ 2122 
<~".' 
@ 
FALL HOUSES 1806, 1606, 
11TH STREET 1022, 2ND AND 
TWO/ONE BEDROOM APART-
MENTS 415 HARRISON. 348-
5032 
__________ 2121 
ECONOMICAL! $135.00 per per-
son per month. (lowest price near 
campus!) 3 bdrm apt for 3 per-
sons. Aug. 1 to June 1 lease. 2 
Blocks N. of EIU, partially fur-
nished. Call 345-2113 Eads 
Realty for Charlotte or Jan . 
(Waddell Apts.) 
__________ 5/6 
WHAT A SAVINGS! Heat, lights, 
water, trash and air conditioning 
included! 4 1 /2 blocks from 
Campus (behind Pizza Hut). 1 
bedroom apts. 1 person - 1 bdrm. 
$325.00 per month, 2 persons - 1 
bdrm. $185.00 each. 11 1/2 
month lease. Aldo Roma Apts, 
Call 345-2113 Eads Realty for 
Charlotte or Jan. 
__________ 5/6 
LEASING APTS FOR FALL close 
to EIU. Excellent cond. no pets. 
M-F:8-5 Sat. 9-12 345-7286 
----.,-----,---,-,-·5/6 
2 Bedroom furnished Apts. For 3 
or 4 people. Dishwasher garbage 
disposal, trash pick up and park-
ing paid. Call 345-2363 
__________ 2-00 
SUMMER ONLY ONE/THREE 
BEDROOM HOUSES EXCEL-
LENT CONDITION. CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS. VERY REASONABLE. 
348-5032 
__________ .2121 
One Bedroom available now. 
Fully furnished. Dishwasher, 
garbage disposal, trash & cable 
paid. 345-2520 
__________ 2/18 
NOW LEASING FOR FALL. 
Apartment rentals, 1 & 2 bed-
room apartments, furnished or 
unfurnished 348-7746. 
__________ 5/6 
Nice Lg House 6 people, 
Dishwasher, Ale, Stove, Ref, 
Trash, Furnished, Available Aug 
1 st 10-12 mo least 345-4602 
__________ 2118 
Nice House 3-4 people Trash fur-
nished 1 Bedroom Apt. 345-4602 
__________ 2118 
2 bdrm townhouses and 1 bdrm 
apartments still available. Call 
345-6533 
__________ 5/6 
House 1 block from Campus. For 
7 Students 94-95 School year 
Call 345-3875 
_________ .2118 
Women Only-Rooms for Rent in 
large house. Very clean. Close to 
campus. All sessions avail. 
$200.00 per mo. incl. utilities. Pat 
Novak (708)789-3772 
__________ 3/1 
P.M. WTW0-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-16 9C WILL-12 LIFE-38 
6:00 Inside Edttion News 
6:30 Cops Entmt. Tonight 
7:00 Viper WinterOlympics 
7:30 
8:00 Movie: Hart to Hart 
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 News News 
10:30 Jay Leno David 
P.M. WTW0-2 WCIA-3 
6:00 Inside Wknd. Winter Olympics 
6:30 Hoosier Million. 
7:00 College Basketball: 
7:30 Purdue at Indiana 
8:00 
8:30 
9:00 Hot Country Jam '9 
9:30 
News SportsCenter 
Cops Skiing: Chrysler 
Family Matters U.S. Men's Pro 
Boy Meets World NHL Hockey: Bruin 
Step by Step at Blues 
Mr. Cooper 
20/20 
News 
Married .. . SportsCenter 
WAND-7 17 ESPN-24 
News cont. Senior Gott 
$100,000 Hunt Sports Center 
College Basketball: SpeedWeek 
Illinois at Auto Racing 
Iowa NASCAR Goody's 
300 
Crusaders 
Major Oad Designing Women MacNeil, Lehrer Unsolved 
Wings Jeffersons Mysteries 
Murder She Wrote Movie: Rocky V Washington Week Sisters 
Wall St. Week 
Movie: Salvador Talking Point Movie: Summer 
Girl 
News Bill Moyer's Journal 
Night Court Being Served? Unsolved Myst. 
Movie: Cavegirl Uptown Comedy Movie 
USA-26 WGN-16 9C WILL-12 LIFE-38 
Case Closed Rich & Famous Lawrence Welk Movie: Valmont 
$100,000 Hunt 
Movie: The Rescue Movie: The Blues Austin City Limtts 
Brothers 
Movie: Andromeda 
Strain 
Silk Stalkings Hidden Room 
Hidden Room 
Renting Houses for Fall 94-95 all 
close to EIU. For 2 people to 5 
people. Leave message or call 
Marilyn at 345-3554 4:00-8:00pm 
__________ .2128 
Very nice partially furnished 1 1/2 
bedrooms mobile home for 1 per-
son. Quiet trailer court. Water and 
garbage included in Rent. $260 -
270 per month. 345-4508 
Apts & Houses for 1 pe 
people All locations close 
pus. Call 349-8374/leave 
sage. For 94-95 school y 
Furnished 3 bedroom apt 
vate entrance $500 month. 
utilities 1 1 /2 block fro 
Security deposit requi 
lease. No pets Call 348-
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have a pledge meeting at 7 p.m. 
the Greenup Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Uni 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have an executive board meeting al 
Feb. 20 in the Greenup Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. 
Union. 
AEROBIC LEADERS IMPORTANT meeting will be at 9 p.m. 
the Aerobics Room of Lantz Gym. Mandatory for all. 
WESLEY FOUNDATION SUNDAY Supper will be at 5 p.m. 
2202 4th St. 
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have the Sunday 
Worship at 10:30 a.m. Feb. 20 at the Christian Campus House 
Lawson Hall. 
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have a Pledge Meeting at 7 p.m. 
in Room 226 of Coleman Hall. Philanthropic committee will 
8:30 p.m. in Andrews Hall. 
WESLEY FOUNDATION COFFEE House will be open from 9 
a.m. Feb. 19 at 2202 4th St. 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS WRESTLING meet will start at t 
Feb. 19 in the Wrestling Room of Lantz Gym. Weigh-ins will be 
a.m.-noon, check-in will be from 11 a.m.-noon. 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS WRESTLING Entry Deadline will 
at 1 p.m. at the Intramural Desk in the Student Recreation 
Lantz Gym. 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS PICKLEBALL will be accepted for 
starting today from 1-11 p.m. at the Intramural Desk of the 
Recreational Center in Lantz Gym. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will celebrate Mass at 11 
4:30 p.m. in the Auditorium of Buzzard Building. 
WESLEY FOUNDATION LIGHTHOUSE will be open tonig 
p.m.-1 a.m. in the basement of the Wesley Foundation. 
ENGLISH CLUB DINNER and Play tonight at the Olive G 
Krannert Center. Meet promptly at 4 p.m. between Cole 
Lumpkin Halls. 
LAWSON, INC. VALENTINE Dance will be tonight from 7· 
p.m. in the basement of Lawson Hall. 
MUSLIM STUDENTS ASSOCIATION will hold Jumua Prayer 
1:15 p.m. in the Afro-American Cultural Center. 
FULL GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP will have a weekly meeting t 
p.m. in the Ellingham Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. 
Union. 
OMEGA PSI PHI will have a smoker tonight at 10 p.m. at 1 
4th St. Attendance is mandatory for those who are intere 
casual. 
PHI BETA SIGMA will have an Informational meeting at 1:30 
19 in the Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Martin Luther 
University Union. 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DI\ 
any non-profit campus organizational event. All Clips should be 
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY 
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday 
mitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is 
Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER 
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Arrt 
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. 
edited for available space. 
Fox-8 55 
Roseanne 
Cheers 
Brisco County Jr. 
X-files 
Star Trek: The 
Next Generation 
Kung Fu: The 
Legend Continues 
Fox-8 55 
Roseanne 
Night Court 
Cops 
Cops 
America's Most 
Wanted 
Babylon 5 
DISC-33 
Beyond 2000 
Wildlife 
In Care of Nature 
Spirtt of Survival 
Those Who Oare 
Rediscovering 
America 
Wildlife 
In Care of Nature 
,:;:, 
DISC-33 
Mac& Mutley 
lncred. Animals 
Safari 
Safari 
Challenge 
Justice Files 
:ii<:·· 
--'.".) 
WEIU-9 51 
Lamb Chop 
Reading Rainbow 
Ghostwriter 
Bonanza 
News 
America/Wholey 
Sneak Previews 
Movie 
.,§-
WEIU-9 51 
Growing Old in 
a New Age 
Inn Country USA 
Amer. Vacations 
Outdoor Idaho 
Black Issues Forum 
Bix Jazz Festival 
10:00 Unsolved Mysteries La Plaza. 
10:30 
6:00 I Wttness Video 60 Minutes Funniest Videos cont. Senior Gott Movie: The Finest Star Search Ghostwriter Movie: cont. Brisco County Jr. Nature of Things Here's to Health 
6:30 Funniest Videos SportsCenter Hour Health Chronicles 
7:00 SeaQuest DSV Winter Olympics Lois & Clark Boxing: Morrison- Movie: National Nature Movie: Special Martin Natural World Firing Line 
7:30 Tola (heavyweights) Lampoon's Animal Bulletin Living Single John Mclaughlin 
8:00 Movie: I Know Movie: What About Case Closed House Masterpiece Theatre Married ... Great Pyramid Mclaughlin Group 
8:30 My Son is Alive Bob? George Carlin EIU Connection 
9:00 Drag Racing Silk Stalkings News All Creatures Lttetime Magazine Babylon 5 Lost Pharoah Lynch's Colloquium 
9:30 Replay Great and Small 
10:00 News News News SportsCenter Silk Stalkings Phil Jackson May to December Claproad Live Untouchables Natural World Photographic Visions 
10:30 Empty Nest Olympics Swimsutt '94 Lttestyles ... Mystery! Unsolved Myst. Movie: 
Uu~~IFIED !.DTEBTI~ING 
. ' 
sponsible Females (Pet 
considered) to share 5 BR 
LR, Kitchen, 2 Baths, Low 
Ph-Leighe 345-5523 
~-=-----=~--:-3/18 
ice Roomy 2 Bedroom 
home for 2 people. Water 
age included in Rent. 
for two. 345-4508 
~.,.---..,...--,-,...--,-2123 
house for girls Aug 1 
1 lease Call after 5 pm 
No Pets 
~--,-,--,----,-'2122 
or 5 girls for well main-
ent house 1 1 /2 Block 
Main 1994 Academic 
6 
-.,...,,...--,---,---5/6 
ished across from cam-
. house close to cam-
pets. Available Fall 1994. 
59 
5/6 
""o=-=R"'o"""'o..,.,M'""'"HC-:0:-"CUC""'.:S-=E=s-::AND 
DROOM APTS. NOW 
FOR NEXT SCHOOL 
5-5728 
,......,-:c--c--:--:-:-~2118 
: Michael Abrahams 
llet. Claim at Student 
Office. 
2121 ~L--cA-=s-=R-:-A-:-:H-:-A-:--:M-=s-: -:-:-YO u R 
WAS FOUND IN BUZ-
BUILDING. PLEASE 
STUDENT PUBLICA-
CLAIM. 
WE BUY 
CASH FOR COLLEGE! RESULTS 
100% GUARANTEED! Recorded 
message gives details. 345-2629, 
ext. 112. 
----------'5/6 
Only 20 tanning days left before 
Spring Break, get ready. Order your 
new bikini and purchase 13 ses-
sions for $35.00 Jamaican Tan 348-
0018 410 7th St. 
--------~2122 
SALE!!! "One of a kind with you in 
mind" Just Spences Resale 
Clothing 1148 6th St. Open Tues-
Sat 1-5 345-1469 We also buy!!! 
_________ .2118 
Money for College Available, 
regardless of grades or economics. 
Millions unclaimed. Recorded mes-
sage gives details. 348-0091 
_________ .2123 
Come see EIU's 10th Annual Mock 
Trial on Tuesday Feb. 22, 1994 at 
7:00pm in CH 120. All are invited to 
watch our mock trialers try this 
"case" involving a Burned Statute, a 
"Crazed Drop out" a vicious minis-
ter, and the removal of a strange 
group of people from Antarctica!! 
--------~2122 
SPRING THAW BLOW OUT SPE-
CIALS AT EASTSIDE PACKAGE. 
OLD MILWAUKEE 70Z 6 BOT-
TLES .99 KEYSTONE 24PK 7.99. 
COORS GOLD DRAFT 12PK 3.99. 
STAG 12 BOTTLES 3.49. INTRO-
DUCING MILLER UTE ICE 6 BOT-
TLES 4.08. MILWAUKEE BEST 
LITE KEGS 36.00 CURBSIDE KEG 
SERVICE AT EASTSIDE PACK-
AGE RT. 130 AT JACKSON AVE 
345-5722 
_________ .2118 
ATTENTION 3-POINT SHOOT-
ERS: YOU CAN WIN $50 AND AN 
AIR JORDAN BASKETBALL THIS 
SATURDAY IN THE WORLD 
FOOD DAY 3-POINT SHOOT OUT! 
SIGN UP AT THE UNION TODAY 
AND TOMORROW OR SIGN UP 
AT 1 P.M. AT LANTZ GYM ON SAT-
URDAY. YOU CAN HELP US 
"TAKE A SHOT" AT THE HUNGER 
PROBLEM. FOR MORE INFO, 
CALL JEFF AT 348-5445 
--------~2118 
Clean your closets! Donations 
needed for huge, February 26 rum-
mage sale to raise funds for future 
Charleston Planned Parenthood. 
Pick up available. Call Devon at 
581-6305. Please leave message 
,--,---,--.,,..,..,,...,.-,-,--~..,.ca2/.18-23,25 
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA STATE DAY 
WILL BE FEBRUARY 19, 
1994-THANK YOU TO EVERY-
ONE WHO WORKED SO HARD 
TO MAKE THIS EVENT A SUC-
CESS-ASA EXEC 
You WANT to GO, 
You NEED to Go, 
You HAVE to Go, 
but. .. you Have NO CASH! 
The Daily Eastern News Spring Break Classifieds 
turn those unwanted items into Spring Break CASH! 
may be used only I)'/ Students, Faculty and Staff selling personal items. 
nol apply to any commercial enterprises. Good through February only. 
nds or credits on canceled ads). Student ads must be paid in 
. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. NO EXCEPTIONS. The News 
the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelbus or in bad taste. 
__________ Phone:. _ _____ _ 
CJ 15 words CJ 20 words Dates to run ___ _ 
____ Compositor _ __ _ 
------~Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Happy 21st Birthday GREG FOR-
REST! Can party legal now, but 
save some for South Padre. Love 
ya, Guess Who? 
--------~2118 
KATHY McGOWAN: Congra-tula-
tions on making it through I-Week! 
Happy 21st Birthday, too! Tomorrow 
night will be a blast - I'll take care of 
you. Love, RAGU 
--------~2118 
TANIA REBER: You finally made it 
through I-Week - Congratulations! 
I'm proud of my kid! Love, Amy 
_________ .2118 
Cathy - You're the best Sig Kap 
AGS & roomie ever! Sorry I'm so 
evil in my sleep! Your ASA AGS -
Patti 
_________ .2118 
Attention All Students: The EIU 
Mock Trial Team will have a public 
mock trial on Feb. 22 at 7:00pm 
Room 120 of Coleman Hall. Extra 
Credit will be given for Dr.Leigh's 
classes 
-..,...,---,-----e-,---·2122 
KRISTI ROMAN -"Hey Mon"- My 
friend Mr.Miller (Lite) told me you 
really know how to make a state-
ment in the morning! As Always, 
Jennifer Ellen! 
KATHY McGOWAN: Congrats on 
going into I-Week! You're almost 
there. Have a great 21 st on 
Saturday! DZ love and mine, Jeni 
_________ .2118 
CONGRATULATIONS TO BRIGID 
BRENNAN ON BEING SELECTED 
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA SWEET-
HEART FOR 1994-1995-YOUR 
SISTERS ARE SO HAPPY FOR 
YOU!!!!!!!!!!! 
--------~2118 
CONGRATULATIONS TO DANA 
FRIELING ON BEING SELECTED 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA'S 1994-1995 
CRESCENT GIRL-YOUR ALPHA 
SIGMA ALPHA SISTERS ARE SO 
HAPPY FOR YOU!!!!!!!!!!! 
,.--------,.---·2118 
CONGRATULATIONS TO PAM 
CLARK ON RECEIVING THE 
FROST FIDELITY AWARD FOR 
1994-YOUR ALPHA SIGMA 
ALPHA SISTERS ARE SO PROUD 
OF YOU!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
_________ .2118 
EHF: Do you know where Betsy's 
been? 
_________ .2118 
Mike Treis: Congratulations on your 
6 min mile! Your Pi Pi Rho brothers 
are so proud of you. 
Calvin and Hobbes 
1 W\'5\..\ n\\'5 S\..£1) 1-1/1.IJ (>.. 
Sfil\)O!<\'ET~R ~ WE CDJLD 
K~ ~Y{ t=~SI WERE G;}\~G . 
1 S\JPPQSE '«'t: C.O\lLlj} 1'1\£1\S\)~ 
nit. \.1\LL, Tll-\t. 001(. Or5C.E.~\, 
Cl>.LC\.llri..\t. C>\lR Rt>.IE 11'\ FEET 
PER VI\~\)\£' t\~\) co~~t.R\ \~~ 
l~il::l \<\llES 1'£.R ~OOR . 
Doonesbury 
50 WHAT'S 88/NG SAID 
A80UT M& OUT THet<&, 
l?U!<E r IS 7Hl3 WAL..SH 
R&POl<T HURTING M/3. 7 
1 Six-Day War 
commander 
7 Music makers 
10 Paul Fusco TV 
role 
13 Oregon city 
14 First name in 
tennis 
1!5My--
16 Chico, really 
18Common vow 
19 Snorkel, for 
one: Abbr. 
20 Rocky Road 
servings 
21 Chair person? 
23Gauge 
2!5 Chan portrayer 
26Flummox 
29Like some 
polynomials 
31 Bud's buddy 
32 St. John's 
player 
36 Reps. 
39 Blow it 
40 Bub by of the 
N.F.l. 
42 L.l. Cool J's 
genre 
43 Affix a brand to 
45 San-- , Tex. 
46 Wanted-poster 
abbr. 
47 Untrue 
49 Norton's 
workplace 
!51 Spokes 
!53 Linguine 
toppings 
57 Blue, in a way 
58 What's more 
59 Kettle and 
others 
&2Dearone? 
63 Head of surveys 
67 Sleep disturber, 
possibly 
68 De Valera's land 
69 10-Across and 
others 
70lie on the 
beach 
71 Driller's deg. 
72Floating 
DOWN 
1 Poivre's mate 
2Lemonand 
orange, e.g. 
3 Hetup 
4 Airport pick up 
5-- string 
a Squares 
7Yearbook 
signer 
a S or E: Abbr. 
9 "All My Pretty 
Ones" poet 
10 "Goodbye, 
Columbus" star 
11 Burdened 
12 Arctic finger 
14Pucks 
17 It Impresses 
22 Saturn's end? 
24 Novi Sad native 
26 Steinfuls 
2'7 Film producer 
--Schary 
STEPHANIE SELVEY: I Got Some 
PUDDIN' for you. HAPPY BIRTH-
DAY. Lanique (Sonic Happy Meal) 
_________ .2118 
Gary Babbitt of Kappa Delta Rho: 
You will find out who I am very 
soon! Have a Good Weekend! 
Love, Your Mom 
________ ___,2118 
CINDY VOLLING: THANK YOU 
FOR THE CANDY. YOU'RE THE 
BEST DREAM GIRL. THE MEN 
OF PI KAPPA ALPHA. 
--------~2118 
SPRING THAW BLOW OUT SPE-
CIALS AT EASTSIDE PACKAGE. 
OLD MILWAUKEE 70Z 6 BOT-
TLES .99 KEYSTONE 24PK 7.99. 
COORS GOLD DRAFT 12PK 3.99. 
STAG 12 BOTTLES 3.49. INTRO-
DUCING MILLER UTE ICE 6 BOT-
TLES 4.08. MILWAUKEES BEST 
UTE KEGS 36.00 CURBSIDE KEG 
SERVICE AT EASTSIDE PACK-
AGE RT 130 AT JACKSON AVE 
345-5722 
.....,...,-...,....,,-,....,,..,....-,--,...,.-,,...,,,-~2118 
TODD STRONG OF DELTA TAU 
DELTA: Congratulations on entering 
I-Week! Your Mom is so proud of 
you!!! Love, Cindy 
57 
67 
70 
CONGRATULATIONS TO JOEL 
COWEN OF PI KAPPA ALPHA ON 
BEING SELECTED ALPHA SIGMA 
ALPHA DREAM MAN. THE MEN 
OF PI KAPPA ALPHA. 
---------~18 
To the Ladies of ALPHA SIGMA 
ALPHA: The men of SIGMA NU 
look forward to the function on 
Saturday and would like to wish 
you the best of luck this week-
end. 
_________ .2118 
JASON BONDS OF LAMBDA 
CHI: Thank you for the flowers, 
they're beautiful! The ASTs 
appreciate all that you do for us. 
Love, The Taus! 
--------~2118 
KDRs: Thank you for the rose and 
candy for Valentine's Day. Love, the 
ASTs 
--------~·2118 
JEN HANKENSON: BRACES 
FREE and going ACTIVE!! I'm so 
proud of you!! Congratulations. 
Love, Amers 
--------~·2/18 
Sig Eps and Tri Sigmas: Fire up for 
totally 80s night. See you tonight at 
Roe's. 
by Bill Watterson 
S\JOOENli I S\<Jl'K!> 
0..Rl\'\G . 
..-2•8 
Puzzle by Fred Plecop 
28 Simon LeBon's 
band 
30 Like Nash's 
lama 
44 Ruffle 
'80fnobility 
so Sparkle 
SS Letters before a 
state name, 
perhaps 
M Cagney role 
eo Gazetteer data 
e1-- Fein 33 Bullpen stats 
MOutmoded 
Items 
H"No-- " 
(menu phrase) 
37Fish haul 
•Practice with a 
palooka 
41 Charlie Hustle 
11 Barely talks 
12Wordtor a 
person on the 
go? 
14 What George 
couldn't tell 
M Sci-fi suffix 
u Carte start 
H Wings of a sort 
,,Official Notr<les are paid for by t 
Questions concerning N 
FALUSUMMER apply for a position on the priori· SUMMER/FALL Student Services Building, dur- semester will be given on Sciences will hold a Care 
REGISTRATION ty list by completing an applica· REGISTRATION ing hours as posted at the Saturday, April 16. Beginning Information and Group 
Students assigned to the tion form in the Dean, College of Registration for Summer and booth. Bring a photo ID (driver's February 18, register in person Advisement Session on 
Academic Assistance Center Sciences Office in Old Main 202 Fall will begin March 7. You license preferred) and the $2 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m., Monday THURSDAY, MARCH 3, 1 
must make an appointment to no later than Friday, February must pay the advance deposit fee. SEATi!-!G IS LIMITED. through Friday, at the booth in Room 201/202 of the Clio 
register for the Summer and/or 25, 1994. College of Sciences and (if undergraduate) be REGISTt:F: :..:ARLY. the Union Bookstore Lounge. If Services Building. Fresh 
Fall 1994 terms. Appointments majors with minors in Business advised before you may phone Students who have ~ the registration booth is closed and sophomore CDS m 
may be made starting at 8:00 Administration must also do this in your registration on a touch· ~that may require special between 11 :00 a.m. and 3:00 ·and students interested in 
a.m. on MQ!ld<lll Ee!:mia[ll 21. if they are planning to enroll in tone telephone. Read the testing accommodations should p.m., you may register at CDS major should attend 
Advising for Summer and Fall upper division courses in the schedule bulletin for complete contact Ms. Martha Jacques, Testing Services, 202 Student 6:30 p.m. group meeting. 
Terms will them begin on Lumpkin College of Business for information. The schedule bul- Coordinator of Disability Services Building, during hours Individual advisements 
MQ!ld<lll Eel:m.1<101 28. Summer 1994 and/or Fall 1994. letins are available in the Services (581-6583), at least as posted at the booth. Bring a will follow each group m 
Students assigned to the Registration Office after they four weeks prior to the test date. photo ID (driver's license pre· Students interested in C 
Center are all freshmen, pre· Jon Laible, Dean, College of appear in Ibe blailll Eastern You may retake this exam as !erred) and $1 O for the fee. call 581-2712 for more i 
business majors and students Sciences ~ many times as necessary to Students who have ~ tion. 
who have not declared or met pass, but on scheduled dates ~that may require special 
admission requirements to their ARTS & HUMANITIES Michael D. Taylor, Director of only. testing accommodations should Robert M. Augustine, C 
selected majors. The appoint- MAJORS Registration contact Ms. Martha Jacques, Department Chair 
ment must be made in person. Arts and Humanities majors David Dodd, Director of Testing Coordinator of Disability 
El::lQ!':lE CALLS EQB AEPQl~T- planning to enroll in upper divi· CONSTITUTION Services Services (581-6583), at least TRANSCRIPT 
ME~I l:!AIES YlllL!. NQT 6E sion courses in the Lumpkin EXAMINATION four weeks prior to the test date. DEADLINES 
ACCEPIED. The Assistance College of Business for Summer The second Constitution WRITING COMPETENCY Students whose native Ian- In order to meet a M 
Center is located in Blair Hall, and Fall 1994 must apply for a Examination this semester will EXAMINATION guage is not English and who deadline for transcripts, 
Room #100. Office hours are position on the priority list by be given on Tuesday, March 8, To satisfy graduation require- may need extra time or the use ten request should be in 
Monday through Friday, 8:00 completing an application form at 2:30 p.m. This examination ments for the Bachelor's degree of a bilingual dictionary should Records Office, 119 Old 
a.m. • 4:30 p.m. in Room FAM 219, Doudna Fine applies only to students seeking at Eastern Illinois University, contact Dr. David Dodd, Director no later than February 2 
Arts Center no later than to graduate under a catalog you must pass the Writing of Testing Services (581-5986), Students should always 
Barbara-Jean Fening, Director Wednesday, February 23, 1994. p!'.iQr Competency Examination. (See at least four weeks prior to the transcripts as soon as 
Academic Assistance Arts and Humanities majors with to 1992-1993. Beginning undergraduate catalog.) test date. become aware of a n 
minors in Business February 4, register from 11 Register to take this examina- one. Due to processing 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE Administration must also do this a.m. to 3 p.m., Monday through tion after you have completed David Dodd, Director of Testing delays in requesting tr 
MAJORS if they are planning to enroll in Friday, at the booth in the Union sixty semester hours (junior Services may jeopardize you m 
College of Sciences majors upper division courses in the Bookstore lounge. If the regis· standing) and have completed your deadlines. 
planning to enroll in upper divi· College of Business for Spring !ration booth is closed between the all-university English CDS ADVISEMENT & 
sion courses in the Lumpkin 1994. 11 :00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m., you requirement (typically English INFORMATION John H. Conley, 
College of Business for Summer may 'register at Testing 1001 and 1002, or the equiva- The Department of Registrar 
1994 and/or Fall 1994 must James K. Johnson, Acting Dean Services, 202 lent). The last examination this Communication Disorders & 
~11) :11,l{;\Yi. ---·~!~~~---· ''EATONIZE" Daily Special 
Any 6" Sub, 
Small Drink and Chips 
9 
• We Honor Any 
Competitor's Coupon 
• Double Stamps On 
Sub Club Cards 
Every Moh: & Toes. 
636 W. Lincoln 
348-SUBS 
Happy Birthday 
Paige! 
Love, Your Roommates 
Dana, Bridget 
and Ginny 
• ALL YOU CAN EAT 
CHILi MAC 
$3.99 Tues. Nights 
• Authentic American 
& Mexican Cuisine 
• Full Bar & Frozen Drinks 
•Zima Now Available 
-FREE-
HORS D'OEUVRES 
M-Th Sp.m.-Close 
Charleston Only 
•LARGE SOFT DRINK 
W/EIUI.D. 
East Side of Square 
For Carry Out Call 
345-2223 Charleston 
234-4535 Mattoon 
Come to Rosie's for a romantic 
evening of piano and dancing 
ALASKAN KING CRAB LEGS 
•Fresh Seafood •Steaks 
• 1 /2 Lb. Burgers • Gyros 
BROADWAY JOE'S 
Sports Pub & Restaurant 
1412 Broadway, Mattoon 235-4733 
Fri., Classic Rock from "Ronnie D" 
Sat., Top 40 Rock from "Small Bongo Club" 
Sun., Noon FREE "REAL" FOOD Sawyer Bros. 8p.m. 
$I Shooters $1 Naturals. 
Tues., Ladies Night - $1 Bottles $1.50 Margaritas 
Wed., Karaoke $1 16 oz. Drafts & $4 64 oz. Kegs 
Thurs., Country Night, Band, $1 Shooters 8 Must be 21 to Enter. Kitchen Open 7 days Mas•••Co•d 
Yes, the Beat Generation, the Counter 
Culture Revolution and Generation X 
are about to ,intertwine ... 
i 
Exotic Coffees, 
Desserts, 
· Etc ••• 
Want to be a part of it? 
Join the Coffee House Committee. 
Applications now available in Rm. 201 of the Union. 
Any Questions? Call Dylan at 5777. 
Applications Due Mar. 4th. 
Joanne and Darrell 
P.D.Q. LICENSE &.. TIRE SERVICE 
Real Estate 
9:58 a.m. - 3:03 p.m. 
Insurance 
"Eat" 11 :33 a.m.-12:33 
Closed Saturdays, Wednesdays and some other 
7th &. Madison Dial 348-0011 
Phi Siama Sia 
Consraculaces lies membe 
on chelir academlic 
excellence. 
3·5 -- 3.99 
Btienda. Ba.ti4ks 
9a.mle 7'un?a.n 
f!uc11 C!Jomes 
\l,ina. /It uelleti 
3.0 - 3.49 
An?ela. Andti11s 9en Conlev 
/lta.tia. 7'illa.n 9enlse 7'isc 
Susan C!Ja.lles An?ie f<ol6 
Beth f<u6iesa. 9en /!a.11J 
9en /ltidkLii Btienda. !'.{s 
7'eAnn Villecco Ashle11 Voll 
K tilssl Woods 9en ~ell 
